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Abstract

Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools encourage users to codify the spec-

ification for the design of a system early in the development process. They often use

graphical formalisms, simulation, and prototyping to help express ideas concisely and

unambiguously. Some tools provide little more than syntax checking of the specification

but others can test the model for reachability of conditions, nondeterminism, or deadlock.

Formal methods include powerful tools like automatic model checking to exhaustively

check a model against certain requirements. Integrating formal techniques into the sys-

tem development process is an effective method of providing more thorough analysis of

specifications than conventional approaches employed by Computer-Aided Software En-

gineering (CASE) tools. In order to create this link, the formalism used by the CASE

tool must have a precise formal semantics that can be understood by the verification

tool.

The CASE tool STATEMATE makes use of an extended state transition notation

called statecharts. We have formalized an operational semantics for statecharts by em-

bedding them in the logical framework of an interactive proof-assistant system called

HOL. A software interface is provided to extract a statechart directly from the STATE-

MATE database.

Using HOL in combination with Voss, a binary decision diagram-based verification

tool, we have developed a model checker for statecharts which tests whether an oper-

ational specification, given by a statechart, satisfies a descriptive specification of the

system requirements. The model checking procedure is a simple higher-order logic func-

tion which executes the semantics of statecharts.
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In this thesis, we describe the formal semantics of statecharts and the model checking

algorithm. Various examples, including an intersection with a traffic light and an arbiter,

are presented to illustrate the method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Integrating formal techniques into the system development process is an ef-

fective method of providing more thorough analysis of specifications than

achieved by conventional approaches employed by Computer-Aided Software

Engineering (CASE) tools. We begin by describing the existing capabilities of

the CASE tool STATEMATE for specification analysis and how it can benefit

from formal techniques. The approach taken in this work is to create a model

checker for statecharts in the hybrid verification tool HOL-Voss.

1.1 Introduction

Previous work has stated that errors introduced in the specification stage of the system

development process are often the most costly to correct [21]. Computer-Aided Software

Engineering (CASE) tools are mechanical aids to the system specifier. The ability to

analyze these specifications can help eliminate errors at this early stage and ensure that

the specification has its intended meaning. Formal methods, such as model checking,

have been developed to analyze specifications. This work describes a particular example

of linking the CASE tool STATEMATE with a model checker. The main conclusion is

that formal techniques are an effective method for providing more thorough analysis of

specifications than achieved by conventional approaches employed by CASE tools.

1
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1.2 CASE Tools

CASE tools are intended to help the system developer by providing ways of codifying

requirements early in the process. The specification is developed in a graphical notation

which is intended to be an improvement over natural language but may still be open

to interpretation. In this work, we focus on CASE tools used commercially by software

engineers who are not familiar with formal methods.

The specification that the user creates with the CASE tool is usually an operational

model. It can be considered a very abstract view of the system implementation. This

model can often be simulated or executed although it may include non-determinism.

Examples of operational specification notations supported by CASE tools include data

flow diagrams, petri nets and finite state machines [5].

1.3 Specification Analysis

Once a specification has been created, it is useful to analyze it before proceeding with

system development. Some CASE tools provide little more than syntax and type checking

of the notation, but others exploit the possibilities for doing further analysis of the

requirements. Simulation and prototyping help ensure that the requirements are complete

and that they capture the intended behaviour of the system. Tests for deadlock, non-

determinism, and race conditions are all useful for checking general properties of the

system.

Given an operational model of the system, we can also ask whether it has particular

properties. Safety or liveness conditions can be checked at this initial stage of specifica-

tion. For example, a model of a traffic light at a two way intersection should have the

property that at least one of the lights is red at all times. These properties are called

descriptive specifications. They are often global conditions which should be satisfied
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throughout the system's execution.

1.4 STATEMATE

The CASE tool STATEMATE uses a graphical extended state transition notation called

statecharts as the operational specification notation for real-time systems. STATEMATE

integrates tools to analyze and execute the model [14].

The STATEMATE Simulator provides interactive or batch mode executions of the

model. It relies on the user to play the role of the environment by changing the values of

external data items. In cases where the model is non-deterministic, the user can choose

or the system will randomly select one execution path to follow.

STATEMATE's Dynamic Analysis tests provide more comprehensive examination of

the model for particular properties. The "reachability of conditions" test checks whether

the system ever reaches a point in execution where certain conditions, given in the syntax

of statechart Boolean expressions, hold true. This test is not completely comprehensive

because initial or default values for internal data-items and events must be given. A

range of values can be assigned to external data-items. A test is performed for each

different value within this range, but it is unclear from the manual whether the value is

constant throughout the test, or whether all different possible values are considered at

each decision point. The second interpretation is the more conservative and the more

appropriate since the system has no control over when the value of an external data-item

is changed. The user must also give a limit on the number of execution steps that the

model will take while performing these checks. In cases where the condition is reached.

the execution path followed to arrive at that point is documented.
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1.5 Formal Methods

While type-checking or testing a model for general properties like non-determinism could

be considered formal methods, we will use the term in a more specialized way. In this

work, the term "formal methods" encompasses a range of techniques where principles of

reasoning and mathematics are used to examine models more thoroughly than can be

achieved by traditional testing and simulation. These techniques include both interac-

tive and automatic theorem proving, and model checking. The test for reachability of

conditions in STATEMATE is a restricted form of model checking.

1.6 Linking CASE tools with Formal Methods

The intent of this work is to determine if by using formal techniques it is possible to

do more thorough analysis of specifications beyond the ability of conventional methods

employed by commercial CASE tools. To carry out any type of formal analysis, precise

semantics are required for both the descriptive and the operational specifications. Stat-

echarts were chosen as the language for the operational specifications because they are

supported by a CASE tool and because they already have a reasonably well-developed

semantics.

In general, the automatic formal techniques are more appealing to non-experts than

the interactive tools. Harel [11] and others have suggested that automatic verification

techniques could be integrated effectively into system analysis tools. Model checking is an

automatic way of verifying properties of an operational model. The link to CASE tools

is provided by a precise semantics for the operational specification notation. However,

much of the work to formalize these semantics and create the infrastructure to connect

a CASE tool with a model checker can be carried out by an expert. The result is a tool

that can be used by non-experts to verify properties of their model automatically.
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This thesis presents a formalization of the semantics of statecharts used in the CASE

tool STATEMATE and the implementation of a model checker for statecharts in an

existing verification tool. We potentially improve upon the existing test for reachability

of conditions within STATEMATE in the following ways:

1. allowing symbolic values in the expression of the properties,

2. making the semantics adaptable to suit variations of the statechart notation, and

3. providing a framework for using more expressive descriptive specification languages.

It is not entirely clear from the STATEMATE manual to what extent symbolic func-

tionality properties can be proven. For example, we would like to set an initial state

where a variable has the value a and, given an increment operation, the model checker

could prove that the resulting value is a + 1. We also want to be certain that the model

checker recognizes that external data-items can change their values at any time and there-

fore examines branching execution paths. Both of these are accomplished using symbolic

values for variables which means many values for a variable can be checked with one run

of the model checker.

Chapter 2 presents situations in the semantics that can be interpreted in various ways,

pointing out areas where others might wish to make different choices. By making the

semantics used in the model checker explicit, it should not be difficult to adapt them to

suit variations of the formalism. Leveson et al.'s Requirements State Machine Language

(RSML) [21] falls into this category.

Properties that we wish to verify can often only be expressed in more complex de-

scriptive specification languages. Computational Tree Logic (CTL) is an example of such

a language which includes temporal operators in its expressions. Given a decision proce-

dure our model checker can be adapted to a language that includes these features, using
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the same semantic definitions that we supply. Section 9.5 describes one option for a more

descriptive specification language called State Transition Assertions.

1.7 The Overall Method

Given an operational specification of system created in STATEMATE, can we create

the links necessary to use a model checker to answer the question of whether a given

operational specification satisfies certain descriptive requirements?

Formal methods rely on having a precise semantics for the language used to describe

the model. Statecharts were developed with an accompanying semantics that has since

been refined and given in different forms by various authors [8][26][21][13]. These de-

scriptions often differ from each other or do not always discuss some of the more subtle

aspects of the semantics. Therefore, we also had to use our intuition to determine the

meaning of statecharts. We have embedded an operational semantics for statecharts as

a next configuration relation in a target language.

The target language is a subset of higher-order logic that can be informally regarded

as a functional programming language. Details of this language and any functions used

in the semantics but not defined there can be found in Appendix A (MAP, MEMBER,

etc.).

The descriptive specification gives an initial set of configurations and a condition that

must hold along all (or some) execution paths starting at those configurations, within

a certain number of steps. A software interface extracts the statechart directly from

the STATEMATE database and the model checker tests whether the statechart model

satisfies the descriptive requirements.

Many improvements in the speed of model checkers have been made in recent years,

most notably giving symbolic values for variables and using binary decision diagrams
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for efficient representation of configurations. HOL-Voss [28] is a hybrid verification tool

that combines an interactive proof-assistant, HOL [7], based on higher-order logic, with

an efficient, automatic symbolic simulator, Voss [27], that uses ordered binary decision

diagrams (BDDs) [3]. By implementing our model checker in this tool we can take

advantage of the expressiveness of higher-order logic to give the semantics of statecharts

and then execute the model checking algorithm using BDDs. The model checker is written

as a function in higher-order logic that takes a next configuration relation describing the

semantics of the model as a parameter. It returns either true or false depending on

whether or not the descriptive specification is satisfied. The complete method used to

do this is summarized in Figure 1.1.

Given that only the target language is used to express the semantic definitions, the

question of why we chose to use HOL should be answered. The first reason for this is that

there have already been interesting results from hybrid tools used for hardware verifica-

tion. Combining a model checker with a theorem prover allows the use of mathematical

reasoning techniques like induction and abstraction to prove results beyond the capacity

of a model checker [28]. Our model checker is created in HOL-Voss so the theorem-prover

is available for this type of use. Sections 6.7 and 9.4 describe ways induction can make

use of results returned by the model checker for particular statecharts.

The second reason is that HOL is a theorem-prover in which properties of the seman-

tics of statecharts themselves could be verified. The correctness of our definitions can

only be evaluated relative to our interpretation of the meaning of statecharts. Demon-

strating overall properties of the semantics would provide a formal basis to our claim

that these definitions match our interpretation. Examples of the types of properties we

would like to demonstrate about the semantics can be found at the end of Chapter 2.
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1.8 Results

By linking CASE tools and formal methods both will benefit. CASE tools provide a

graphical interface to create models to be analyzed using formal methods. Formal meth-

ods provide exhaustive techniques to verify that a specification created in a CASE tool

has certain properties. Cross checking descriptive and operational specifications will

increase the specifier's confidence in the result.

The purpose of this work can be summarized in three main goals :

1. to demonstrate that formal methods can be effectively integrated into commercial

CASE tools - in particular, tools intended for use by non-experts

2. to formalize an operational semantics for statecharts

3. to create a model checker for a hierarchical graphical specification language where

realistic assertions can be verified automatically

The main conclusion of this work is that formal techniques can be integrated into

the system development process to provide more thorough analysis of specifications than

achieved by conventional methods employed by most commercial CASE tools.

A reader interested in experimenting with the operational semantic definitions given

in Chapters 4 and 5 or the model checking functions of Chapter 6 should be able to

implement them in a functional programming language such as ML.

1.9 Thesis Outline

The next chapter gives an introduction to statecharts and examines some of the difficulties

in giving their semantics by discussing previous work in this area. Chapters 3, 4 and 5

present an abstract syntax for statecharts and the operational semantics that express our

interpretation of their behaviour.
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Chapter 6 describes the descriptive specification language and the model checking

algorithm. Examples of using the model checker on small systems are described in Chap-

ter 7.

Finally, Chapters 9 and 10 present possible extensions to the semantics and the

model checker and overall conclusions for this work.



Chapter 2

An Introduction to Statecharts

In this chapter, the graphical statechart notation, used for the operational

specification of a system, will be informally introduced. The ideas of con-

currency in a hierarchy of states and transitions that move the system be-

tween states based on certain triggers and that modify variables are explained

briefly through an example of a traffic light at a two way intersection. While

statecharts are designed to be a concise and intuitive notation, ambiguous

situations can still arise. These are discussed in the second section of this

chapter by looking at how our approach differs from existing versions of the

semantics. We conclude with a list of properties to characterize the semantics

of statecharts. This chapter is followed by three chapters on the syntax and

semantics of statecharts that will formalize these ideas.

2.1 Statecharts

There is a great deal of interest from both academia and industry in the statecharts

formalism. It is an extended state transition notation for expressing the concurrent

operation of real-time systems. It is often described as:

state-diagrams + depth + orthogonality + broadcast-communication [8]

In statecharts, the diagrammatic layout of the notation has meaning beyond just the

labels on states and transitions. A hierarchy of states is portrayed in a style similar to

11
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set inclusion in Venn diagrams to reduce the complexity of the model and therefore make

it more readable. The reader is referred to Harel [10] for an explanation of the origins of

statecharts as a type of higraph that combines the elements of graphs and Venn diagrams.

The STATEMATE manual describes a traffic light system controlling a two-way in-

tersection which is a simple but effective example of the expressiveness of statecharts

[14]. The statechart for the traffic light controller is given in Figure 2.2 (from Figure 6-22

in [14]) and will be used to illustrate the elements of statecharts.

A statechart models the system as being in a number of states which describe its

operation. These states are depicted by rounded boxes. A state can be considered a point

in the computation. For example, the state labeled NORMAL, at the top of the figure

represents the normal operation of the lights in both directions. The dashed line through

its middle splits it into two substates, north-south(N_S) and east-west(E_W), which

operate concurrently, representing the two directions of the traffic light. NORMAL

is called an AND-state because it has these orthogonal components: N_W and E_W

are decomposed into substates labeled red, yellow, and green to indicate that when the

model is in one of those states, the light is showing that colour, which can be considered

the output from this controller. The model can be in only one of them (i.e. red, green

or yellow) at any time making N_W an OR-state (exclusive-OR).

The representation of these substates within the larger rounded box creates a hierar-

chy of states (depth). In this hierarchy, the state NORMAL is an ancestor of N_S and

E_W. Similarly, N_S and E_W are both descendants of NORMAL. When a state is

not decomposed into AND or OR-states, it is called a basic state. There are seven basic

states in Figure 2.2.

States are connected by transitions with labels of the form:

event [condition] / action
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Figure 2.2: Traffic light statechart
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For reference purposes, we have given each transition a unique name like tO or tl. If

the system is currently in the source state of a certain transition labeled e[cila, and the

event e occurs when the condition c is satisfied then the transition is enabled. Broadcast

communication is used; this means that all events and the values of any data-items can

be referenced anywhere in the system. The event and condition are together referred to

as the trigger of the transition.

A condition is a Boolean expression that can include statements like IN(x) to check

whether the system is currently in state x. These are often used to synchronize compo-

nents as in transition t5 in the E_W state, labeled IN(N_S.RED).

An event is generated when there is a change in a condition. This is a discrete version

of "the instantaneous occurrence of a stimulus" [15]. Entering a state x is a change

that causes the event en(x) to occur. A timeout, tm(cv, x), is an event that occurs x

time units after the event ev. We will call ev the timeout event and x the timeout step

number. Transition tl is triggered by the timeout tm(en(N_S.YELLOW),2) where

en(N_S.YELLOW) is the timeout event and 2 is the timeout step number.

Enabled transitions move the system between states. Following, or taking a transition

means exiting its source state, carrying out the actions on its label, and entering its

destination state. Informally, following a set of these transitions generally corresponds

to a step or one time unit. Events occurring in one step can trigger transitions in the

next step.

Transitions can be taken in the substates of an AND-state simultaneously. A tran-

sition can be enabled if it originates in any ancestor of the current set of basic states.

Transitions can also terminate at the outer boundary of a state with substates. Default

arrows, given diagrammatically as open circles pointing at a state, lead the system into

a set of basic states. For example, when transition t7 is followed, it terminates at the

state NORMAL, which is made up of two orthogonal components. The default arrows
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for each of its substates point at E_W.RED and N_S.GREEN.

If a transition is followed, the action part of the label is carried out and the system

moves into the destination state. Actions include generating events or modifying values

of variables in the data store through assignment statements. This example does not

have any actions on its transitions.

We use the term configuration to include the set of states the system is currently in,

the values for all data-items, and the events that just occurred.' The current set of states

alone is called the state configuration. A set of basic states is a legal state configuration

if it satisfies the constraints of the hierarchy. A discrete notion of time is used where the

system moves between configurations as a result of stimuli generated both from within

the system and externally.

Statecharts often include elements like history states, conditional connectives for tran-

sitions, static reactions, and transitions with multiple source and destination states. For

simplicity, these are not considered here since they are not included in the subset of

statecharts we give semantics for but they will be discussed Chapter 9.

2.2 A Discussion of the Existing Semantic Approaches

The notation described above may seem very straightforward, however statecharts can

be created where their intended meaning is not so obvious. These are the situations that

make it difficult to give a semantics for statecharts.

The first effort towards a formal semantics for statecharts was by Harel et al. [8].

Pnueli and Shalev [26] pointed out difficulties with the first approach and described

revisions. They also show that declarative and operational versions of their semantics

are equivalent given a restricted form of the syntax of events. The version of statecharts

1 The STATEMATE manual calls this concept a status [14].
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used in STATEMATE has a semantics given by the simulation and analysis tools which

is not entirely consistent with Harel et al. [13][14]. We shall also consider the semantics

presented by Leveson et al. [21] for the notation called Requirements State Machine

Language (RSML) which is a variation of statecharts.

All of this previous work, including less formal discussions of the operation of state-

charts [9][10][11][13], has been used to help determine the less obvious features of state-

charts and formalize our interpretation of the semantics of statecharts. In the following

sections, we will highlight situations where the meaning of a statechart is not graphically

apparent and discuss our understanding of the approaches taken to these situations in

previous semantics. If one of the four versions given above is not mentioned in a section

then either this point was not discussed in their work or they agree with one of the other

approaches. Each section concludes with an informal explanation of the interpretation

formalized in the next three chapters under the title "Resolution".

2.2.1 What is a Step?

Transitions move the system between states in a statechart. Following a set of transitions

and carrying out their actions is considered one time unit or step and moves the system

between configurations. There are different interpretations of what constitutes this set

of transitions.

Intuitively, this set is limited by the following conditions:

1. Any transitions that are followed must be enabled. A transition is enabled if the

system is in its source state and its trigger is true.

2. Within an OR-state, only one transition can be followed.

3. Transitions may be followed within each component (substate) of an AND-state.
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The set of transitions that are enabled depend on the events generated in the previous

step. Each transition may generate events and carry out other actions. Most previous

versions of the semantics of statecharts make a distinction between internal and external

events and when these are recognized to determine enabled transitions. Internal events

are those that are generated as actions of transitions within this statechart. They are

often used to sequentially order transitions taken in an operation [8], and therefore tran-

sitions enabled by internal events generated in this step should also be taken. Harel et al.

calls sets of transitions a micro-step. The transitions taken in each micro-step may gen-

erate internal events which can trigger other transitions. A step is a maximal sequence

of these micro-steps which means at the end there are no more enabled transitions that

could be taken still satisfying the three requirements given above. This is called a stable

configuration [15]. No external events are admitted for consideration during the execu-

tion of the micro-steps. This satisfies the synchrony hypothesis which says the system

can always compute its complete response to an event before the next external event is

ready [26].

When trying to formulate the definition of a step, the factors to consider are:

• Can events generated by actions of transitions followed in this step trigger transi-

tions that are also followed in this step? In Figure 2.3, if the system starts in the

states A and C, and follows to, then the event f is generated. Is tl then enabled

and followed in the same step?

• Are transitions only from the current set of source states considered or can we move

through multiple states in a path in one step? From Figure 2.4, we can see that

this could lead to infinite loops within a step [14].

• Do events generated in some micro-step persist throughout all the remain micro-

steps?
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Figure 2.3: What is a step? Example 1

Figure 2.4: What is a step? Example 2
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• Which events are generated for the next step?

• When do the actions on the labels of the transitions chosen take effect? And what

are the values of variables in the middle of a step?

In Harel et al.'s original formulation of the semantics, the set of events used to deter-

mine whether transitions are enabled or not consists of the external events given at the

beginning of the step and any events generated in micro-steps before the current one.

This means events persist for the length of the step but are not used in the next step.

A new set of external events must be provided to start the next step. Only transitions

from the current set of source states are considered so multiple states in a path can not

be taken. The process is guaranteed to terminate since there are a finite number of tran-

sitions that can be added to the set taken in a step [26]. At any time during the step,

variables still evaluate to their values at the beginning of the step unless special operators

called cr (current) and ny (not yet) are used. At the end of the step the variables take

on the cumulative effects of all the modifications made by the transitions.

Pnueli and Shalev [26] points out that Harel et al.'s semantics can result in global

inconsistency among micro-steps. For example, if a transition is triggered by the event a

and it generates the event tea , another transition may be enabled by the event Having

opposite events both trigger transitions in one step is not consistent. They resolve this

problem by using the following definitions for enabled transitions (En) in a step. Given

state configuration C, set of transitions T, and external events 1: 2

En(T, C, I) relevant(C) n consistent(T) fl triggered(I U generated(T))

where:

• relevant(C) is the set of transitions whose source is in the set C

2 Here we present Leveson et al's description of this formula: Pnueli and Shalev left out the parameters
C and I on the left-hand side of the equation.
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• consistent(T) is the set of transitions that do not conflict with anything in T (for

example, if two transitions both leave one state, they can not both be taken and

therefore they conflict)

• triggered(E) is the set of transitions whose triggers are satisfied by the complete

set E. This is where global inconsistency is eliminated.

• generated(T) is the set of events generated by the transitions of T

A random transition is chosen from this set and added to T repeatedly until

En(T, C, I) = T, i.e. a fixed point is reached. The complete set of transitions T is

considered one step. In this description, events last for the duration of the step and only

transitions from the state configuration at the beginning of the step are considered.

In Pnueli and Shalev's algorithm, the transitions' actions do not take effect until the

next step unless the action involves generating an event. In our opinion, dealing with

assignments and events differently is an inconsistent treatment of actions. An assignment

action could affect the set of transitions that are taken if transition triggers are conditional

upon the values of variables. For example, if a and b true at the beginning of the step

and then b is modified, a transition triggered by a A may become enabled [2].

Leveson et al. show that Pnueli and Shalev's simulation algorithm which chooses one

transition at a time can lead to non-intuitive sets of transitions chosen as a step when

considered together. For example in Figure 2.5 (Figure 14 of [21]), if the event x occurs

when the system is in states A and C, Pnueli and Shalev's algorithm could result in

the step {t 1, t3} depending on the order in which transitions are chosen from the set

En(T, C, I) even though t4 is enabled by x. (See Table 2.1 from Table 1 in [21])

RSML uses an alternative to this algorithm by first considering and executing in ran-

dom order all the transitions triggered by the set of external events and then considering
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Figure 2.5: Step construction

Construction 1
loop # T En(T) generated(T)

0
1
2

0
ft11

It1,t31

{t1,t4}
ft1,t3,t41

{t1,t3}

0
{y}

{y , z}

Construction 2
loop # T En(T) generated(T)

0 0 {t1,t4} 0
1 {t4} It1,t41 {z}
2 ft1,t41 {t1,t4} {Y, z}

Table 2.1: Two possible step constructions
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the set of transitions triggered by only the internal events generated in this first micro-

step, etc. It can also pass through multiple states in a path. This process stops when

there are no more enabled transitions. In Figure 2.5, this algorithm chooses {tl, t4}

first. This process may not terminate if the first part of the algorithm generates internal

events that return the system to its original configuration (Figure 2.4).

STATEMATE offers two models of timing. In the first, called step - dependent, time

is incremented after each simulation step. Assignment actions take effect at the end of

the step. Internal events generated by these transitions as well as external events can

be used to trigger transitions in the next step. If no transitions are enabled, time is still

incremented.

The second is called step-independent and time is incremented after a super-step in

which steps are taken until the system reaches a stable configuration. This is defined as

a point where either an external event must occur or time must be incremented, perhaps

to generate a timeout event, for the system configuration to change [13]. Unlike the idea

of a micro-step, each step in this super-step is executed independently, with actions that

take effect at the end of the step, and generated events that may be used in the next

step but last only for the duration of one step. Each super-step is considered to take one

time unit.

The first model is synchronous and the second is asynchronous since it jumps ahead

to a point where some change will occur. In essence, a super-step is Leveson et al's model.

Resolution: Our semantics use STATEMATE's step-dependent model, where internal

events are not distinguished from external ones, and assignments and generating events

are treated consistently as actions. This eliminates many of the questions outlined above.

For most cases, the simplicity of this interpretation and its formal expression compen-

sate for the loss of the idea of internal events sequencing an operation and the synchrony
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hypothesis. Chapter 9 describes how our semantic definitions could be used to generate

a super-step model of time.

2.2.2 Multiple Actions on a Transition and Race Conditions

A transition may have multiple actions separated by a `;`. If more than one of these

actions modify the same variable, what will the value of the variable be at the end of the

transition? For example,

/ x := 1; x := x + 2

with 0 as the value of x in the current configuration, may have the following possible

interpretations:

1. The actions are taken sequentially so that after following the transition, x has the

value 3.

2. The actions are taken relative to the beginning of the step but their effects are

evaluated sequentially, therefore the second action takes precedence and the result

is that x becomes 2.

3. The actions are evaluated relative to the beginning of the step, and they are not

assumed to happen in any particular order, however, the actions are atomic and do

not conflict. With this interpretation, the result is that x could be 1 or 2 after the

transition is taken.

A race condition occurs if transitions followed simultaneously in orthogonal compo-

nents modify the same variable in a step. Figure 2.6 provides an example of this, when

the configuration includes states A and C and the event e occurs so the system follows

both tO and O.. This is similar to having multiple assignments on the same transition,
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Figure 2.6: Race conditions

but has the added possible interpretation that the actions could conflict with each other

(i.e. they are not atomic), and the value for x would then be indeterminate.

Harel et al. do not allow multiple assignments to the same variable within a micro-

step. The operators cr and ny can be used to examine modifications made in the sequence

of micro-steps.

Pnueli and Shalev's consistent(T) function limits its result to having at most one

transition that modifies a given variable.

STATEMATE assumes the assignments are carried out in some random order within

a step and so effects can be cumulative in both a step and super-step.

Resolution: By eliminating the idea of micro-steps, our semantics do not encounter

the problem of what the value of a modified variable is in the midst of a step. Of the

options presented above we have chosen the third one which states that the variable

takes on one of its possible values. All actions, including those on the same transition,
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t1: e

A
tO: e

Figure 2.7: Structural non-determinism

are considered together when determining the next configuration.

2.2.3 Non-determinism

Enabled transitions may originate at exactly the same state. All previous semantics agree

that it is equally likely that any one of them will be taken creating a non-deterministic

situation.

Statecharts also have a hierarchy of states and transitions can originate from states

at any level in the hierarchy. If multiple transition are enabled from states that are

descendants or ancestors of each other in the hierarchy as in Figure 2.7 (B and A),

which transition should be taken? Transitions from parent states are often used to

model interrupts or preemption [26].

In Pnueli and Shalev's approach and in STATEMATE, priority is given by the scope

(or arena) of the transition. The scope is the lowest OR-state in the hierarchy that is

an ancestor state of both the source and destination of the transition. For example, in

Figure 2.8 (from Figure 2-10 in [14]), transitions tO and tl have the same priority since

the scope of each is E.

Pnueli and Shalev discuss a way of expressing priority using the negation of events.
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Figure 2.8: Priority

Transitions at lower levels of priority would include in their triggers the negation of the

enabling event of higher priority transitions to indicate that these could not be taken.

Section 9.3 points out that the negation of events is not a sufficient expression of priority

when the destination states of transitions conflict.

Resolution: We base the priority of transitions on source state since making tO in

Figure 2.8 equally likely to be taken as t1 does not agree with our intuition. If only state

C and its transitions are given we should be able to determine its behaviour without

knowing the destination of its transitions. These restrictions are used to determine the

set of transitions that can be followed in a step.

2.2.4 Timeouts

When do timeouts occur?

The statechart for the traffic light in Figure 2.2 uses several timeouts to trigger different

transitions. such as tO or t3 . When should the system begin to consider the event upon

which the timeout is based? Is it the last time the timeout event occurred throughout

the system? Another possible interpretation is that the timeout event must occur after
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we have entered the source state and the system waits the appropriate number of steps

before following the transition.

Resolution: All the explanations of the operation of statecharts agree that if x is the

timeout step number then a timeout occurs exactly x steps after its timeout event occurs

relative to the system as a whole. This is the interpretation used in our semantics.

When is the timeout step number evaluated?

When the timeout step number is a variable, there is the further question of when to

evaluate it. Is it evaluated only when the system arrives in the transition's source state

(i.e. the first time the transition could be enabled)? Or can the value change between

steps? An example of a situation where this might occur in the traffic light is if the

NS_GREEN_TIME is affected by a pedestrian button which indicates someone wants

to cross the street. For example, if the timeout step number currently evaluates to 3 and

two steps have passed since the timeout event occurred, then the timeout will not occur

in this step. But an action on a transition taken in this step could change the timeout

step number to 2. In the next step, three steps will have passed since the timeout event

occurred which will not equal the timeout step number that currently holds 2, so the

timeout may never occur.

Resolution: This issue is not discussed in any previous versions of the semantics. We

have chosen to evaluate the timeout step number in the current configuration of the

system. That is, the number may change value while waiting in the source state.
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Figure 2.9: Crossing AND-state boundaries - Example 1

2.2.5 Transitions Among the Components of AND-states

The orthogonal components of AND-states operate concurrently. so  it is difficult to see

the need for a transition that goes between them. However, these transitions are possible,

depending on the definition of a legal statechart. In Figure 2.9, we can see that following

transition to, leads into the state C, but the system must remain in some state of X at

all times. At this point, should it follow the default transition into A to reach a legal

state configuration?

The situation could occur where two transition cross AND-state boundaries at the

same time. For example, in Figure 2.10, if tO and t3 are followed at the same time, the

system will arrive in states B and C, which is a legal state configuration.

For the semantics presented in Chapters 4 and 5 we assume that a syntactically correct

statechart does not include:

1. transitions that connect components of an AND-state.

2. transitions that cross from within an AND-state to outside the state. To leave an

AND-state the transitions must originate at its border.
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Figure 2.10: Crossing AND-state boundaries - Example 2

3. transitions that enter a substate of an AND-state directly. To enter an AND-

state the transition must arrive at its border and the defaults followed to enter its

components.

Transitions that violate these assumptions could conflict in their destination states

even though they exit orthogonal components. Section 9.3 discusses a possible way of

modifying the semantics to accommodate these situations.

2.2.6 Configuration Representation

In RSML and STATEMATE the statechart model is augmented with ranges for the values

of variables. For a model checker, we need a precise description of each data item to limit

the set of possible values. The semantics presented here use an abstract representation

which is implemented by bit vectors.

2.3 Properties of Statecharts

We can begin to give a rigorous characterization of the semantics of statecharts, by

stating the following properties which include the decisions described above:
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2.3.1 Conditions on the State Configuration

1. If the system is in an OR-state, it must be in exactly one of the OR-state's substates.

2. If the system is in an AND-state, it must be in all of its substates.

2.3.2 Conditions on the Transitions

A step means taking a set of transitions that satisfy the following conditions:

1. Any transitions that are followed must be enabled. A transition is enabled if the

system is in its source state and its trigger is true.

2. Within an OR-state, only one transition can be followed.

3. Transitions may be followed within each substate of an AND-state.

4. If two or more transitions are enabled and have the same source, only one will be

taken but it is indeterminate as to which will be chosen. (Section 2.2.3)

The following conditions are a result of decisions made in the previous sections:

1. Triggers are evaluated relative to the configuration at the beginning of the step.

(There are no micro-steps so this is the only possibility.)

2. Taking no transitions is a legitimate step if no transitions are enabled. (Section 2.2.1

3. If a transition from a parent state is enabled, it has precedence over one from

a descendant, where the priority is based on the source state of the transition.

(Section 2.2.3)

4. Timeouts are determined relative to the last time the timeout event occurred

throughout the system. (Section 2.2.4)
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2.3.3 Conditions on the Results of Transitions

Once a set of transitions has been chosen to form a step in the system, the actions of

these transitions are all considered together.

1. If a given transition is taken, at the end of the step the system will be in a configu-

ration which includes the destination state of the transition and all its actions will

be carried out except where conflicts occur among the actions of all transitions.

2. If a variable is not modified by any transition in a step, then it retains its previous

value.

3. If more than one modification is made to the same variable (i.e. a conflict oc-

curs) then exactly one of these modifications will be true in the next configuration.

(Section 2.2.2)

Transitions should not cross AND-state boundaries (Section 2.2.5). If this is true,

then the above conditions on which transitions can be taken in a step ensure that more

than one chosen transition will not modify the same basic state.

2.4 Conclusions

Statecharts are a state transition notation that alleviates some of the problems encoun-

tered with other notations. In particular, the state explosion problem is lessened by using

a hierarchy of states. This also reduces the complexity of the transitions in the model

since some can be grouped together to form one transition exiting a higher-level state.

Through the use of AND-states, statecharts can model concurrent operations.

Here we have focused on the difficulties in giving the semantics for what appears at

first glance to be a clear, and concise graphical notation. This should not be viewed as an
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argument against the usefulness of statecharts or graphical notations in general. Rather

it is intended to point out some interesting questions in modeling real-time systems and

to stress the importance of having a formal semantics for these notations before using

them.

State transition models are amenable to automatic analysis such as model checking.

It is necessary to have a rigorous semantics for the notation to make this possible. The

list of properties given in the preceding section describing the behaviour of statecharts

will be formalized in the next three chapters.



Chapter 3

An Abstract Syntax for Statecharts

This chapter presents a syntax for statecharts. The statechart is represented

as an abstract data type (ADT) whose attributes can be accessed by selector

functions. Chapter 8 will discuss the concrete representation used in this

work. The ADT is intended to hide these details in our presentation of the

semantics.

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a representation of statecharts as an abstract data type (ADT)

whose attributes can be accessed by selector functions. The next chapter will use this

ADT to define a semantics for statecharts. The graphical representation used in STATE-

MATE may be viewed as an instantiation of this ADT. For our purposes, we use a

textual representation which is described in Chapter 8. A tool for extracting the in-

formation about the statechart from STATEMATE and translating it into this textual

representation is also described in Chapter 8.

This chapter gives a "bottom-up" presentation of our abstract syntax for statecharts,

beginning with expressions, events, and actions. The meaning of these was given infor-

mally in the previous chapter and will be supplemented here. These parts of a transition

can be accessed through selector functions. Each state has attributes associated with it

which include a list of transitions. These attributes of a state, as well as information

about the overall statechart, are also accessed through functions. The following sections

33
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will describes this ADT and its associated functions.

3.2 Variables and Values

The configuration of the system has been defined informally as the set of states the system

is in, the values of the data-items and the status of events at a given moment. Every

element of the configuration, including basic statesl, data-items (Boolean or arithmetic)

and events, is given a variable name. These names are used to reference the values of

variables.

Presently only Boolean and natural number values are considered, but this is not a

limitation of the semantics. Given an underlying representation for values of other types

and basic operations on expressions to deal with them, the semantic functions would not

change. We have chosen only to implement these two types for simplicity.

3.3 Expressions

Expressions are used both in conditions of transition triggers and assignment actions.

The syntax for expressions is given by the following recursive data type:

1 We can determine the states the system is in completely from the basic states only.
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Exp =
VAR Variable
CONST Constant
IN Variable
PLUS Exp Exp
MULT Exp Exp
EQUAL Exp Exp
GREATER Exp Exp I
OR Exp Exp
AND Exp Exp
NOT Exp
TRUE
FALSE

The expression VAR returns the value of a variable in the current configuration.

CONST returns the value of its natural number argument. IN statename is the con-

dition that the system is in the state called statename.

The remaining operators perform arithmetic and logical functions on their arguments.

Some of these expressions operate on natural numbers and some on Boolean values.

They have all been grouped together because it is expected that STATEMATE will

have done the type-checking as the user builds the model, not allowing them to mix

types in expressions. As far as the abstract syntax is concerned an expression such as

NOT(CONST 21) is a legal expression which will be assigned a meaning by the semantics

in Chapter 4.

The reader will also note the absence of the subtraction and division operations in

expressions. These were left out because they were not needed in any of the examples.

but they could easily be added.
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Figure 3.11: Events occurring in a step

3.4 Events

The status of an event is determined by changes between the previous configuration and

the current one. It can be considered as a Boolean condition that has the value true if

the event occurred in the previous step. The system must be able to determine its truth

value relative to the current configuration only. For example in Figure 3.11, if event f

occurs in the step moving the system from configuration c f to c f', then within c f' a flag

representing the occurrence of event f will be true.

We can generalize the idea of events to include timeouts, which may depend on events

that happened several steps earlier. A non-timeout event can be interpreted as a timeout

with zero as the timeout step number. For example, en(x) is equivalent to tm(en(x), 0).

In this way also, the idea of a flag can be generalized to be a counter that is maintained

in the configuration as a variable and indicates how many steps have passed since an

event occurred. When the counter has the value 0, the event occurred in the previous

step. These counters are implicit in the graphical version of statecharts presented to a

STATEMATE user, however, we have made them explicit in our abstract syntax.

Timeouts can be expressed relative to single events only. Single events include:

• entering a state (EN stname),

• exiting a state (EX stname), and

• primitive events (EV evn) such as e in Figure 3.12. A Boolean variable is associated

with each of these (evn) and the event occurs when the value of this variable
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Y

Figure 3.12: Example of a primitive event

changes.

The traffic light example of Figure 2.2 has many examples of using the event generated

when a state is entered to trigger a transition.

Primitive events may be external or generated by an action. For example, in Fig-

ure 3.12, the event e is a primitive event that is external to the state Y. The primitive

event f is generated by transition tO. If this transition is taken in the first step, then t1

is enabled in the next step, providing the system is in state C. In this abstract syntax,

event e as a trigger on a transition is written EV e. Generating f as an action is given

by the statement GEN f.

A counter variable is created for each single event that is referenced in the statechart.

This counter is given as an argument in the expression of each single event:

SingleEvent =
EN Variable Counter
EX Variable Counter I
EV Variable Counter

Events, in general. include single events (SE), and the combination of zero or more

events:
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Event =
NONE
SE SingleEvent
EVEXPR Event Exp I
AND_E Event Event
OR_E Event Event
NOT_E Event
TM SingleEvent Exp

The event NONE is always true. EVEXPR ev c is true if the event ev occurs when the

condition c is true. STATEMATE uses the syntax ev[c] to represent this event. AN D_E,

OR_E, are logical connectors used to combine events. NOT_E ev is true if the event ev

did not occur. TM ev exp means the single event ev occurred exactly exp steps earlier.

3.5 Actions

Actions modify the configuration by changing the values of variables. Statecharts pro-

vide two special operations for changing the values of conditions, MAKE_TRUE and

MAKE_FALSE, which make the value of their argument true or false respectively. These

operate only on variables, not on compound condition expressions. The action GEN

causes a primitive event to occur in this step. This means the variable for the primitive

event changes its value. NILL means the transition's action does not make any changes

to the system's configuration.
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Action =
MAKE_TRUE Variable
MAKE_FALSE Variable
ASN Variable Exp
BOTH Action Action
GEN Variable
NILL

Note that the operator BOTH is not sequential and multiple assignments in an action

are all evaluated relative to the configuration at the beginning of the step.

3.6 Transitions

Transitions have unique names and are made up of a source state, a destination state,

a triggering event, and an action.' To return the transition associated with a particular

name (name) in a statechart (sc), we use:

TRAN sc name

If the statechart has no transition with this name, it returns a transition that has null

values for all its elements.

Given a particular transition (tr), the following selector functions are provided:

NAME (tr) — returns the name of tr

SRC (tr) — returns the name of the source state of tr

EVENT (tr) — returns the triggering event of tr

ACTION (tr) — returns the action on the label of tr

DEST (tr) — returns the name of the destination state of tr

'- Section 9.1.5 discusses transitions with multiple source and/or destination states.
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The null values for each of these are NONAME, NOSTATE (used for both the source

and destination state), NONE, NILL, respectively. Note that the null values for events

and actions are legal values.

3.7 States

Every state has the type basic, AND, or OR.

Typ,=_BIAIO

Given a particular state (stname), its type is returned by:

TYP sc stname

The remaining elements associated with a state are its default state name, its immediate

substates, and a set of transitions that originate at its immediate substates. Given a

particular state (stname), these parts are accessed by the following functions:

SUBSTATES sc stname — returns the names of the immediate substates of

stname

DEFAULT sc stname — returns the default state name of the state stname

TRANSOFSTATE sc stname — returns the transitions whose source states

are in the set of immediate substates of stname

The transitions are grouped according to their source's parent state since the priority of

choosing transitions for execution is based on the position of their source states in the

hierarchy.

Another useful function is one that returns the set of all transitions whose source states

are descendants of a particular state. The function GET_TRANS_STATE sc stname does

this. It can be defined in terms the selector functions already described here.
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It is assumed that STATEMATE produces a complete statechart with unique state

names and therefore cases where these functions are given arguments that are not con-

tained in the statechart should not happen. However, a defined null value ( NOTYP,

NOSUBSTATES, NODEFAULT, NOTRANS), is returned to make the functions total.

Checks can be done from within STATEMATE to ensure the completeness of the model

so the semantic functions do not usually test for the null values when using these func-

tions. In some of these cases, no next configurations may exist for a given statechart

configuration.

3.8 The Complete Statechart

A statechart is a set of states. Sometimes, we need information about the overall state-

chart.

It must have one state, called the root, that is an ancestor of all the other states. We

can access it using:

ROOT sc

It is also useful to return the set of names for all the transitions within the statechart:

GET_TRANS_NAMES sc

In the next chapter, we will make use of these functions to give an operational se-

mantics for statecharts. As much as possible these semantics are given compositionally.

decomposing the parts of transition triggers and actions based on their syntactical com-

ponents. however, because transitions can conflict, higher-level functions must resolve

differences to determine the next configuration of the system.



Chapter 4

Compositional Aspects of the Semantics of Statecharts

This chapter begins the presentation of the formalization of our semantics for

statecharts. We first describe useful functions that create quantifier abstrac-

tions and then give an abstract model of the configuration of the system. The

meaning of events and actions are compositional and can be given in terms

of functions defined recursively on their syntactical structure.

4.1 Introduction

Meaning is given to a statechart represented by the ADT described in the previous

chapter through semantic functions that translate it into a relation over the current con-

figuration and next configuration. Some aspects of these semantics are compositional and

their meaning can be given in terms of functions defined recursively on their syntactical

structure. This chapter examines the compositional aspects of the semantics as a pre-

liminary step in our formalization. The next chapter will look at using these definitions

to give the complete next configuration relation.

The first section presents definitions for quantifier abstractions which are used through-

out the semantic definitions to deal with finite sets of elements like states or variables.

The next section describes how the configuration is modeled, including data-items, events,

event counters, and a representation for the states the system is currently in. In Sec-

tions 4.5, 4.7, and 4.9, the semantic functions for expressions, events, and actions are

defined over the recursive data types given in the previous chapter. These definitions are

42
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used in two main functions:

ENABLED sc tname cf : which is true if the transition tname of statechart sc is enabled

in cf (Section 4.8), and

RESULT sc tname : which returns the list of modifications to the configuration given

by the transition tname of statechart sc (Sections 4.11).

These will be used in the next chapter to define the next configuration relation.

4.2 Quantifier Abstractions

As a preliminary step, we define a set of quantifier abstraction functions that express

conditions over finite sets.

EVERY : returns the conjunction of applying a predicate p to all elements of a list x:

EVERY p X de f (X = [}) T p (HD x) A EVERY p (TL x)

EXISTS : returns the disjunction of applying a predicate p to the elements of a list x:

EXISTS p X =de (X = [])^F f p (HD x) V EXISTS p (TL x)

ALL_FALSE : returns the conjunction of the negation of the predicate p applied to each

element in the list x:

ALL_FALSE p x = de f^= [])^T —, (p (HD x)) A ALL_FALSE p (TL x)

X_EXISTS : exactly one element of the list x returns true when p is applied to all elements

in the list x:

X_EXISTS p x =de f

(X = [])^F

(p (HD x) A ALL_FALSE p (TL x)) V (—I, (HD x) A X_EXISTS p (TL x))
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PAIR_EVERY : given two lists, returns the conjunction of applying the predicate p to

pairs made from corresponding element of the lists:

PAIR_EVERY p xl x2 =def

((xl = [])V (x2 = [])) —÷ T I p (HD xl, HD x2) A EVERYp (TL xl) (TL x2)

ALT_X_EXISTS : given two predicates pi and p2, returns the disjunction of the condition

on each element n x that pl is true for that element and p2 is true for all other

elements in the list:

ALT_X_EX pl p2 x =def

(X = [])^F

(pl (HD x) A EVERY p2 (TL x)) V (p2 (HD x) A ALT_X_EX pl p2 (TL x))

It is also useful to existentially quantify over all the variables in a bit vector. The

predicate EXISTSN np is used to state the condition that there exists some set of Booleans

of size n that satisfy the predicate p. It existentially quantifies all the Boolean variables

making up the hit vector: 1

EXISTSN_AUX (SUC n) p list =def

(n = 0)^p list^EXISTSN_AUX n p (CONS a list))

EXISTSN n p =d ef EXISTSN_AUX n p []

'Over finite domains, existential quantification is equivalent to taking the disjunction of the predicate
p applied to all the possible combinations of values for these variables.
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4.3 An Abstract Model of the Configuration

The configuration of the system is represented by the values of a set of variables which

include elements for the basic states, data-items, and events. As discussed in the last

chapter these values can be Booleans or natural numbers. We can describe a configuration

as a function mapping variables to values:

Con fig Variable Value

The variables cf and cf' will be used in functions to represent configurations. The

function that accesses the value of any variable is called SemVAR and has the following

definition:

SemVAR V =def Acf. cf v

We also need functions that operate on values. These semantics are parameterized by

the underlying representation used for values through the following functions. Chapter 6

discusses the representation of values chosen for this work and the definitions of these

functions.

NVAL : Num^Value - returns the value representation for the number

BVAL : Bool^Value - returns the value representation for the Boolean

BOOL : Value --+ Bool - returns the Boolean for the value representation

NPLUS : Value x Value^Value - returns the representation for the result of adding

the two values

NMULT : Value x Value^Value - returns the representation for the result of multi-

plying the two values
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NGREATER : Value x Value ---* Value - returns the representation for the Boolean

indicating if the first argument has a greater numeric value than the second one

BOR : Value x Value —> Value - returns the representation for taking the logical OR

of the two values representing Booleans

BAND : Value x Value^Value - returns the representation for taking the logical AND

of the two values representing Booleans

BNOT : Value^Value - returns the representation for taking the logical NOT of the

value representing a Boolean

BFALSE : Value - returns the representation for False

BTRUE : Value - returns the representation for True

EQVAL : Value x Value^V alue - returns the representation for the Boolean indicating

if the first argument is equal to the second one

MAXVALUE : Value Bool - test whether a value is equal to the maximum value that

can be represented

4.4 Hierarchy of States

The set of variables includes not only the traditional idea of variables used in computation

but also a record of the states the system is currently in since this is explicit in statecharts.

As previously described, statecharts use an AND/OR hierarchy of states for clarity in

the graphical representation of the system. One Boolean variable represents each basic

state to indicate whether or not the system is currently in that state. Higher level states

are given meaning through the values of the basic states:
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INSTATE sc cf stname =def

(TYP sc stname = B) A BOOL(SemVAR stname cf) V

(TYP sc stname = A) A EVERY (INSTATE sc cf) (SUBSTATES sc stname) V

(TYP sc stname 0) A EXISTS (INSTATE sc cf) (SUBSTATES sc stname)

where sc is the statechart, and stname is the name of the state. Providing the sys-

tem is currently in a legal state configuration, EXISTS is equivalent to X_EXISTS for the

condition on substates of an OR state.

For example, if sc is the traffic light statechart in Figure 2.2, then

INSTATE sc cf N_S_G 2 would partially evaluate to

BOOL(SemVAR N_S_G cf)

since it is a basic state. Because NORMAL is an AND-state with two substates and both

of these substates are OR-states each with three basic substates,

INSTATE sc cf NORMAL partially evaluates to:

(BOOL (SemVAR N_S_R cf) V BOOL (SemVAR N_S_Y cf) V

BOOL (SemVAR N_S_G cf)) A

(BOOL (SemVAR E_W_R cf) V BOOL (SemVAR E_W_Y cf) V

BOOL (SemVAR E_W_G cf))

Since all basic states have a truth value, when following a transition, it becomes nec-

essary to explicitly say that the source basic states are exited (i.e. take on the value false)

and the destination basic states are entered (i.e. take on the value true). Section 4.10

describes how to determine which basic states are affected for a transition.

'From now on we will use abbreviated names for the states in the traffic light. For example, N_S_G
refers to N_S.GREEN.
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4.5 Expressions

Expressions are used in the conditions and actions of transition labels. Their semantic

functions take arguments of the type:

Expsem Config -* Value

and return an element of type Expsem.

They make use of the operations on values in the following ways:

SemCONST n =def \cf. NVAL n

SemPLUS (a i ,a 2 ) =def )tcf. NPLUS (a l cf, a2 cf)

SemMULT (a i ,a 2) =def )tcf. NMULT (a l cf,a2 cf)

SemGREATER (a l , a2) =def Acf. NGREATER (al cf, a2 c.f)

SemEQUAL (v i , v2) =def Acf. EQVAL (v i cf, v2 cf)

SemAND^b2) =def )cf. BAND (bi cf, b2 cf)

SemOR^b2) = def Acf. BOR (bi cf, b2 cf)

SemNOT b = def Acf.BNOT (b cf)

SemTRUE =def \cf. BTRUE

SemFALSE = def Acf. BFALSE

Putting these all together, we can define the following function of the recursive data type

Exp:

SemExp (VAR v) SC =def SemVAR v

SemExp (CONST n) SC =def SemCONST n

SemExp (IN stname) SC =def )cf. BVAL (INSTATE sc cf stname)

SemExp (PLUS a l a2 ) SC =def SemPLUS (SemExp a l sc. SemExp a 2 se)

SemExp (MULT a l a 2 ) SC =d ef SemMULT (SemExp a l sc,SemExp a 2 sc)

SemExp (EQUAL a l a 2 ) SC =def SemEQUAL (SemExp a l sc,SemExp a 2 sc)
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SemExp (GREATER al a2) sc

SemExp (OR b 1 b2 ) sc

SemExp (AND b 1 b2 ) sc

SemExp (NOT b) sc

SemExp (TRUE) sc

SemExp (FALSE) sc

SemGREATER (SemExp a 1 sc, Sem Exp a 2 sc)

SemOR (SemExp b 1 sc, SemExp b2 sc)

SemAND (SemExp b1 sc, SemExp b2 sc)

SemNOT (SemExp b sc)

SemTRUE

SemFALSE

=def

=def

=def

=def

= clef

=clef

SemExp is higher-order because it returns a function giving the denotation of the

expression, which can be evaluated relative to a particular configuration. This style of

function has been used previously to give the semantics of a small imperative language

where all of its elements are compositional [18].

4.6 Conditions

To evaluate a condition in a transition label, we assume the expression represents a

Boolean value:

SemCondition cond sc =def A cf. BOOL (SemExp cond sc cf)

Given a configuration, this predicate is true when the expression evaluates to the Boolean

value true.

4.7 Events

The meaning of an event expression is true if the event occurred in the previous step.

The event may involve examining the values of variables in configurations earlier than the

current one to determine if values have changed in a particular step. Except for timeouts,

this is relative to the previous configuration only; for timeouts, this can involve checking

several steps earlier. To minimize the number of values used in the overall expression, we
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must determine if a given event occurred by examining the current configuration only.

A counter is maintained for each event which is reset to zero when the event occurs

and otherwise is incremented in each time step [23]. When the counter is evaluated in

the current configuration, it gives a measure of how many steps occurred since the event

last happened. In the translation process, the statechart is examined to determine which

events trigger transitions and a counter is created for each of these. To determine if an

event occurred in the previous step, we check to see if the counter is zero in the current

step; for a timeout, we check if the counter is equal to the timeout step number. This

allows us to interpret events as Boolean expressions evaluated relative to the current

configuration only.

Since each counter has a maximum value, we must ensure that it does not falsely

indicate that the event occurred when it overflows. This is done by incrementing it only

up to its maximum value. This maximum value, say max, can never be used to indicate

an event occurring, since it really means the event happened max or more steps ago.

This means that if the timeout step number of a particular timeout is n then n must be

less than max.

A transition is enabled if its trigger, consisting of events, is true in the current con-

figuration. The semantic functions for events have the type:

Evsem C on fig —+ Bool

so they can be evaluated in the current configuration to determine if the event occurred

in the previous step.

Single events and timeouts are evaluated by examining their counters. The semantic

function for timeouts checks whether the denotation of the counter expression (counter)

equals the denotation of the expression (exp) for the timeout step number when both are
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evaluated in the current configuration:

SemTM (counter, exp) =def

Acf.—, MAXVALUE (counter cf) A BOOL (EQVAL (counter c f , exp cf))

The timeout step number is always evaluated in the current configuration resolving the

questions raised in Sect.2.2.4.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, we distinguish between single and compound

events so that timeouts can only be based on single events. Single events include primitive

events, and entering and exiting states, while compound events include timeouts, and

events joined by logical connectives. This way a counter for each single event is sufficient

to evaluate any timeout. Keeping a separate counter for each timeout (even if two

timeouts are based on the same event) is a more general method but was judged to be

unnecessary for this research.

The meaning of single events is the value of their counters. This is defined over the

recursive data type SingleEvent as:

SemSingleEvent (EX stname counter)  =def SemVAR counter

SemSingleEvent (EV evn counter)  =def SemVAR counter

SemSingleEvent (EN stname counter) =def SemVAR counter

The function SemSingleEvent gives the denotation of a single event as a function mapping

a configuration onto the value of the event's counter in that configuration. Note that the

name of the primitive event, or the name of the state entered or exited is not used at all

to determine the truth value of the event.

Compound events can be created using the operators AND_E, OR_E, and NOTE.

These take on their intuitive meanings:

SemAND_E (ev i , ev2) =def ACf • (ev i cf) A (ev2 cf)
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SemOR_E (ev i ,ev2) =def ).cf. (evi cf) V (ev2 c.f)

SemNOT_E ev =def^(ev cf)

Note that these functions are not equivalent to the functions that evaluate the meaning

of expressions since SemAND_E, SemOR_E, and SemNOT_E operate on the logical values

of events while SemAND, SemOR, and SemNOT operate on configuration values.

The complete expression for events can be given as:

SemEvent (NONE) SC =def ,\cf. T

SemEvent (SE se) SC =def SemTM (SemSingleEvent se, SemCONST 0)

SemEvent (EVEXPR ev cond) sc =def

AO'. SemEvent ev sc cf A SemCondition cond sc cf

SemEvent (TM se exp) SC =def SemTM (SemSingleEvent se, SemExp exp sc)

SemEvent (AND_E ev i ev2) SC =def

SemAND_E (SemEvent ev i sc, SemEvent ev2 sc)

SemEvent (OR_E evi ev2) SC =def

SemOR_E (SemEvent evi sc, SemEvent ev2 sc)

SemEvent (NOT_E ev) SC =def SemNOT_E (SemEvent ev sc)

4.8 Enabling a Transition (ENABLED)

Using the semantics for events and what it means to be in a state, we can define when a

transition is enabled:

ENABLED sc tname cf =def

let tr = TRAN sc tname in

INSTATE sc cf (SRC tr) A SemEvent (EVENT tr) sc cf
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where tname is the name of a transition. The trigger is evaluated relative to the config-

uration at the beginning of the step.

4.9 Actions

The transitions are labeled with actions which modify the data items in the system.

These actions can all be defined in terms of an assignment statement. The semantic

function for an assignment statement returns a pair, (v, exp), which indicates that the

expression exp, evaluated in the current configuration, should be assigned to the variable

v in the next configuration.

SemASN v exp =def [(v, exp)]

A SKIP statement makes no changes to the system:

SemSKIP =def []

The BOTH action returns the set made up of the changes from its constituent actions:

SemBOTH al a2 =def APPEND a l a2

MAKE_FALSE and MAKE_TRUE assign the value false or true to their variable argument.

The statement GEN generates an internal primitive event which means its variable takes

on the opposite value than it had previously to create the occurrence of the event in this

time step.

The meaning of the actions can be grouped together and recursively defined over the

data type Action as:

SemAction (MAKE_TRUE v) SC =def SemASN v (SemTRUE)

SemAction (MAKE_FALSE v) SC =def SemASN v (SemFALSE)
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SemAction (ASN v e) sc =def SemASN v (SemExp e sc)

SemAction (BOTH ai a2) Sc =clef

SemBOTH (SemAction a l sc) (SemAction a2 sc)

SemAction (GEN ev) SC =def SemASN ev (SemNOT(SemVAR ev))

SemAction (NILL) sc =def SemSKIP

SemAction returns a list of pairs of variables and denotations of expressions.

4.10 Source and Destination State

The result of executing a transition modifies the configuration not only by the actions

but also by leaving the source state and entering the destination state.

The variables for the basic states of the source state must be set to false and the

ones for the destination should be set to true as the defaults allow. If the destination

modifications overlap with the ones for the source (for example if a transition loops),

then the changes for the destination take precedence.

To enter the destination state, it may be necessary to follow default entrances. Given

a destination state name (stname), the set of modifications to the basic states are given

by:

ENTERDEST sc stname =def

(TYP sc stname = B) —4 [(stname, Ac f. BTRUE)]

((TYP sc stname = A) —4

FLAT (MAP (ENTERDEST sc) (SUBSTATES sc stname))

ENTERDEST sc (DEFAULT sc stname))

For example, in the traffic light of Figure 2.2 (t/s), the transition t7 goes from
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the state FL (flashing) to the state NORMAL. This destination state is an AND-

state whose components are further decomposed into OR-states. Following the defaults,

ENTERDEST as NORMAL returns the list:

[(E_W _R, Acf BTRUE); (N_S_G, Acf. BTRUE)]

The modifications to exit the source state (stname) are also determined by traversing

through the hierarchy, but in this case, before returning a (variable, expression) pair, the

list of modifications for entering the destination are checked so that conflicting assign-

ments are not returned. This list is given by the parameter mods:

EXITSRC mods sc stname =def

((TYP sc stname = B) A —MEMBER stname mods)^[(stname, Acf. BFALSE)]

FLAT (MAP (EXITSRC mods sc) (SUBSTATES sc stname))

Some of these basic states will already have the value false so in effect they keep their

previous values.

For transition t6 which leaves the state NORMAL, EXITSRC returns the list of pairs

to set all the basic states in NORMAL to false:

[(E_W_R,Acf. BFALSE); (E_W_Y, Acf. BFALSE); (E_W_G, Acf. BFALSE);

(N_S_R, )tcf. BFALSE); (N_S_Y, Acf. BFALSE); (N_S_G, Acf. BFALSE)]

4.11 Executing a Transition (RESULT)

The complete semantics for the result of one transition combines the functions for entering

and exiting the source and destination and the actions:
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RESULT sc tname =de f

let tr TRAN sc tname in

let mods = ENTERDEST sc (DEST tr) in

APPEND mods (APPEND (EXITSRC (MAP FST mods) sc (SRC tr))

(SemAction (ACTION tr) sc))

4.12 Summary

This chapter has presented the compositional aspects of the semantics of statecharts.

Figure 4.13 shows the "uses" diagram for the primary functions defined in this chapter:

each arrow may be read as "is defined in term of".

The definitions ENABLED, RESULT, INSTATE and SemVAR will be used in the next

chapter.
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Figure 4.13: Relationship among compositional definitions



Chapter 5

A Semantics for Statecharts

This chapter presents the formalization of an operational semantics for stat-

echarts as a next configuration predicate that holds true if one system con-

figuration is a successor to another for a given statechart. The compositional

aspects of the semantics were given in the previous chapter and will be used

here. The difficulty comes in determining both which transitions can be taken

and what the combined result is of following a set of transitions. Particular

attention is given to issues such as what is a step, race conditions, and mul-

tiple actions associated with one transition. The parts of the semantics are

illustrated using the traffic light example.

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the compositional aspects of the meaning of a statechart.

These functions are used by other definitions to create a relation over the current con-

figuration and next configuration of a given statechart. This relation, called NC, has the

form:

NC sc varlist cf

where, sc is the statechart,

varlist is the set of internal variables,

cf is the current configuration, and

cf' is the next configuration.

58
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NC is true if cf' is a configuration that the system, described by the statechart sc, could be

in one step after being in cf. The statechart controls the variables in the list varlist. All

other variables could possibly change their values in a step. Because of non-determinism,

there may be multiple next configurations that satisfy the relation for a given current

configuration.

The difficulty in giving the semantics for statecharts comes in expressing both which

transitions can be taken and what the combined result is of following a set of transitions.

The set of transitions that can be taken is limited by which ones are enabled, the hier-

archy of the statechart and the priority within that hierarchy. The result of following a

transition may depend on whether other transitions modify the same variables. It is also

necessary to express the condition that if an internal variable is not modified in a given

step then it retains its previous value.

NC is defined using four semantic functions that formalize the properties of state-

charts stated in Chapter 2:

NC sc varlist cf cf' = clef

let tnames = GET_TRANS_NAMES sc in

EXISTSN (LENGTH tnames) (,\tflags.

TRANS_COND cf sc tflags A^(5.1)

STATE_COND sc cf A^ (5.2)

VAR_COND sc cf cf' tflags varlist A^(5.3)

EVENT_COND sc cf^ (5.4)

Informally, this relation checks whether there is any way (EXISTSN) of choosing a

set of transitions to follow that will move the system from cf to cf' in one step. The

sections in this chapter define the following parts of the next configuration relation:
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TRANS_COND: conditions on the set of transitions that can be taken, including hierar-

chy, priority and that the chosen transitions are enabled (Section 5.2)

STATE_COND: ensuring that the next state configuration is legal (Section 5.3)

VAR_COND: conditions on all the variables in the next configuration (i.e. whether they

are modified by a transition that is taken or keep their previous values) (Section 5.4)

EVENT_COND: determining if events occur in a step to update the event counters men-

tioned in the previous chapter (Section 5.5)

The functions given in the previous chapter return denotations for transition triggers

(ENABLED) and expressions used in assignment statements (RESULT). These are evalu-

ated relative to the current configuration. Assignments are made to variables in the next

configuration.

The validity of these semantics depends on our interpretation of the operation of stat-

echarts, and in the correctness of expressing this interpretation in the target language.

They have been informally checked using a mechanical proof-assistant to reduce the se-

mantic functions to Boolean expressions over the variables for particular problems. They

have also been executed in the model checker described in the next chapter. Through

this process, errors were discovered and fixed, and we have increased confidence in the

result.

5.2 Transition Condition (TRANS_COND)

A step was defined previously as following zero or more transitions that satisfy a number

of conditions. In this section, we will formalize the meaning of those conditions.

Each transition is represented by a Boolean flag indicating if the transition is taken

in this step. If a vector of transition flags satisfies the transition condition then following
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these transitions is a step. Because statecharts can describe non-deterministic operation,

there may be several possible sets. The purpose of the transition condition is to ensure

that the set chosen satisfies the various relationships that must hold among transitions:

1. Any transitions that are followed must be enabled. A transition is enabled if the

system is in its source state and its trigger is true.

2. Within an OR-state, only one transition can be followed.

3. Transitions may be followed within each substate of an AND-state.

4. If two or more transitions are enabled and have the same source, only one will be

taken but it is indeterminate as to which will be chosen.

5. Triggers are evaluated relative to the configuration at the beginning of the step.

6. Taking no transitions is a legitimate step if no transitions are enabled, however,

there may still be changes in the configuration such as updating event counters.

7. If a transition from a parent state is enabled, it has precedence over one from a

descendant, where the priority is based on the source state of the transition.

8. Timeouts are determined relative to the last time the timeout event occurred

throughout the system.

Providing the system is currently in a legal state configuration, the next configuration

will be legal if the set of transitions taken satisfies these conditions. A step does not

include transitions triggered by events occurring in this step and therefore only transitions

out of the set of states at the beginning of the step are considered. These issued were

discussed in Section 2.2.1.
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To formulate these conditions on transitions, we can first write a predicate that deter-

mines if the set of transitions among the descendants of a given state (stname) satisfies

these conditions. This predicate depends on transitions chosen throughout its descendant

states. Using tnames as the set of transition names of statechart sc, and t f lags as the

bit vector of flags for the transitions, the complete definition for this predicate is:

TRANS_COND_AUX cf sc tnames t flags stname =def

(TYP sc stname = B) T I
(TYP sc stname = A) —>

EVERY (TRANS_COND_AUX cf sc tnames t flags) (SUBSTATES sc stname)

let here = MAP NAME (TRANSOFSTATE scstname) and

below = FLAT (MAP (GET_TRANS_NAM sc) (SU BSTATES sc stname)) in

let prioritytest = EXISTSN (LENGTH here) (ONE_LEVEL cf sc here) in

(prioritytest A

ONE_LEVEL cf sc here (MAP (GET_TR_FLAG tnames t f lags) here) A

ALL_FALSE (GET_TR_FLAG tnames t f lags) below)^V

Hprioritytest A

ALL_FALSE (GET_TR_FLAG tnames t f lags) here A

EVERY (TRANS_COND_AUX cf sc tnames t flags) (SUBSTATES sc) stname)

The above definition can be explained by considering the three main parts corresponding

to the three types of states. If stname is a basic state (TYP sc stname = B), then there

are no transitions below it and therefore no limits are specified on any transitions in the

statechart for this predicate to hold true for this state.

For AND-states (TYP sc stname = A), there are no transitions to consider at this

level but it must ensure that TRANS_COND_AUX holds for all substates (orthogonal
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components) of the AND-state.

The last case is if the state is an OR-state which may have transitions among its

substates. These names of these transitions can be determined by:

let here = MAP NAME (TRANSOFSTATE scstname)

The system can take exactly one of these transitions providing it is enabled. Using

the parameter flags to represent a possible set of flags for the transitions in here, this

exclusive-OR condition can be stated as:

ONE_LEVEL cf sc here flags =def

X_EXISTS (Ay. y) flags A

PAIR_EVERY (A(flag,tname). flag ENABLED sc tname cf) flags tnarnes

This predicate says that exactly one transition flag from the set given in flags must be

set to true and if it is true then it must be enabled.

The priority of transitions is given by checking if there is any set of flags for transitions

given by here that satisfy the function ONE_LEVEL:

let prioritytest EXISTSN (LENGTH here) (ONE_LEVEL cf sc here)

If the priority test is satisfied then the flags for the transitions in here are set by

ONE_LEVEL and all flags for transitions originating within this state's substates should

be set to false (ALL_FALSE). The labels for transitions originating within the substates

of a state are determined by:

let below = FLAT (MAP (GET_TRANS_STATE sc) (SUBSTATES sc stname))

When the priority test at this level is false, the flags for transitions at this level are set

to false, and EVERY substate of the OR-state is examined. Assuming that the system
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is already in a legal configuration, it should only be in one substate of an OR-state,

therefore no transitions will be enabled in any of the other substates and their transition

conditions will reduce to true.

This completes the explanation of the parts of TRANS_COND_AUX. Note that if the

priority test is never satisfied then all the basic states will be considered. This means all

the transition flags for transitions originating at descendant states of stname will be set

to false. This is still a step as given in the sixth property at the beginning of this section.

5.2.1 Evaluating the Transition Condition

To illustrate the meaning of the auxiliary transition condition, we can look at the partial

evaluation of it for the state E_W. Within this state, the transitions t3, t4, and t5 could

possibly be taken. The flags x3, x4, and x5 are used in the priority test:

let prioritytest = 3x3 x4 x5.

((x3 A -,x4 A -- , x5) V ( --,x3 A x4 A -,x5) V ( -ix3 A -,x4 A x5)) A

(x3 -̂ > (INSTATE sc cf E_W_G A

SemEvent (TM(EN(E_W_G,EN_E_W_G), EW_G_T)) sc cf)) A

(x4^(INSTATE sc cf E_W_Y A

Sem Event (TM(EN(E_W_Y, EN_E_W_Y), CONST 2)) sc cf)) A

(x5 >̂ (INSTATE sc cf E_W_R A

Sem Event (IN N_S_R) sc cf))

If the priority test holds then the transition flags are set appropriately for this level,

otherwise these flags are set to false. Since the substates of E_W are all basic states,

the transition condition reduces to true for each of them. Therefore, TRANS_COND_AUX
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partially evaluates to:

(prioritytest A

((t3 A -44 A --45) V ( , t3 A t4 A -45) V ( , t3 A -44 A t5)) A

(t3 ^ (INSTATE sc cf E_W_G A

Sem Event (TM(EN(E_W_G,EN_E_W_G), EW_G_T)) sc cf)) A

(t4^(INSTATE sc cf E_W_Y A

Sem Event (TM(EN(E_W_Y, EN_E_W_Y), CONST 2)) sc cf)) A

(t5^(INSTATE sc cf E_W_R A

Sem Event (IN N_S_R) sc cf))

V

(-'prioritytest A (-43 A -44 A -45))

If the system is currently in the E_W_R state (the source of transition t5) and the

N_S_R state in the other component of NORMAL then transition t5 will be enabled.

Making x5 true and x3 and x4 false will satisfy the priority test. There are no transitions

from states below these and this part of the condition does not limit any of the other

transition flags. Therefore, a bit vector for the transition flags that will satisfy the above

condition is:

tO tl t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7

. . . F F T . .

where^represents a "don't care' value.

Using the same configuration cf, the following assignment of values to the transition

flags:

to tl t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7

. . . T F T . .
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would make TRANS_COND_AUX false since the exclusive-OR of taking transitions within

a state is not satisfied.

5.2.2 The Complete Transition Condition

For the complete statechart, the transition condition has to hold starting from the root

state:

TRANS_COND cf sc tflags =def
^ (5.1)

let tnames = GET_TRANS_NAMES sc in

TRANS_COND_AUX cf sc tnames t flags (ROOT sc)

5.3 State Condition (STATE_COND)

The system is in a legal state configuration, if it satisfies the following two conditions:

1. If the system is in an OR-state, it must be in exactly one of the OR-state's substates.

2. If the system is in an AND-state, it must be in all of its substates.

If the system tries to follow a set of transitions that result in a non-legal state con-

figuration then these conditions will not hold. For some statecharts, there maybe not be

any possible next configurations, because TRANS_COND can only be satisfied by a set of

transitions that lead to states that violate the state conditions.

Starting at a particular state in the hierarchy (stname) that the system is currently

in: if it is an AND-state, then we have to be in all of its components; if it is an OR-state.

we must be in exactly one of its substates. For the substates that the system is not in

then all descendent basic states must have the value false.
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ALL_F_STATES sc cf stname =def

(TYP sc stname= B) —*^(SemVAR stname cf)

EVERY (ALL_F_STATES sc cf) (SUBSTATES sc stname)

STATE_COND_AUX sc cf stname =def

(TYP sc stname= B) BOOL (SemVAR stname cf)

((TYP sc stname = A) —>

EVERY (STATE_COND_AUX sc cf) (SUBSTATES sc stname)

ALT_X_EX (STATE_COND_AUX sc cf) (ALL_F_STATES sc cf)

(SUBSTATES sc stname))

By starting at the root state, we ensure that the state condition holds for the entire

statechart:

STATE_COND sc cf =def STATE_COND_AUX sc cf (ROOT sc)
^

(5.2)

5.3.1 Evaluating the State Condition

Turning again to the traffic light example in Figure 2.2, the STATE_COND_AUX condition

for the OR-state N_S would partially evaluate to:

ALT_X_EX (STATE_COND_AUX sc cf) (ALL_F_STATES sc cf) (SUBSTATES sc N_S)

The substates of N_S are: N_S_G, N_S_R, N_S_Y. The system must be in exactly one

of these basic states:

(SemVAR N_S_G cf A --,SemVAR N_S_R cf A –, SemVAR N_S_Y cf) V

(--, SemVAR N_S_G cf A SemVAR N_S_R cf A -'SemVAR N_S_Y cf) V

(--, SemVAR N_S_G cf A --, SemVAR N_S_R cf A SemVAR N_S_Y cf)
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Overall the STATE_COND limits the configuration to one of the columns of values for

the basic states in the following table, where blanks entries have the value F:

FL T

N_S_G T T T

N_S_Y T T T

N_S_R T T T

E_W_G T T T

E_W_Y T T T

E_W_R T T T

5.4 Variable Condition (VAR_COND)

Given the set of transitions that can be taken, we now have to determine the effects

of these transitions on the whole system. Their effects include modifying variables,

generating events, and entering and exiting states. In order to resolve conflicts among

transitions, all these modifications are collected and then resolved together. The function

RESULT defined in the previous chapter gives the meaning of the actions, and entering

and leaving states, as a set of pairs of variables and denotations of expressions, which

can be evaluated relative to a particular configuration.

As stated in Chapter 2, the values for the variables in the next configuration must

satisfy the following three properties:

1. If a given transition is taken, at the end of the step the system will be in a config-

uration that includes the destination state of the transition and all its actions will

be carried out except where conflicts occur among the actions of all transitions.
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2. If a variable is not modified by any transition in a step, then it retains its previous

value.

3. If more than one modification is made to the same variable (i.e. a conflict occurs)

then exactly one of these modifications will be true in the next configuration.

Only variables under this system's control should necessarily keep their previous value

if they are not modified, i.e. internal variables. External data-items and external events

may not retain their previous values between steps. The variables for the basic states are

all internal, but the classification of events and data items as external or internal must

be given. We assume that the argument varlist includes only the internal variables.

All modifications are considered together, whether they came from the same transi-

tion, perhaps in a BOTH statement, or from different transitions. The variable condition

resolves conflicts among assignments (CH defined in Section 5.4.2) and ensures the last

property for variables that are not changed (UNCH defined in Section 5.4.1):

VAR_COND sc cf^t flags varlist =clef
^ (5.3)

EVERY (Av. UNCH sc v cf cf' tflags V

CH sc v cf cf' t flags) varlist

where,

sc is the textual representation for the statechart,

varlist is the set of internal variables,

cf is the current configuration,

cf' is the next configuration,

t flags is a bit vector containing the flags for the transitions.
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5.4.1 Unchanged Variables

Since the function RESULT returns a list of modifications to variables, we can determine

the set of variables that are modified by taking the first element of each pair in the list

of modifications:

CHANGEDVAR modlist =def MAP FST modlist

The transition flags, tflags, give the set of transitions that are followed. For a given

variable (v), the predicate UNCH will be true if, for each transition (1) the transition

is not followed (transcheck), or (2) the transition does not modify v, and v keeps its

previous value:

UNCH sc v cf cf' tflags =def

let tnames GET_TRANS_NAMES sc in

let transcheck tname = —, GET_TR_FLAG tnames t f lags tname

and varcheck tname -, MEMBER v (CHANGEDVAR (RESULT sc tname)) in

EVERY (Atname. (transcheck tname) V (varcheck tname)) tnames A

BOOL(EQVAL (SemVAR v^SemVAR v cf))

This predicate expresses the second property which states that variables keep their

previous values if they are not modified by a transition.

5.4.2 Resolving Conflicts

When conflicts occur, there are several different possible results, as was discussed in

Section 2.2.2. The interpretation that was chosen is that the actions are atomic and

exactly one of the possible modifications to the variable occurs. Actions generated by

BOTH statements fall into this category as well since no sequencing is assumed among

multiple actions on a transition.
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The function ACT looks at the list of modifications (modlist) and forms the disjunc-

tion of all possible modifications to a variable (v):

ACT v modlist cf cf' =def

EXISTS

(Xasn. (FST asn = v) A BOOL(EQVAL (SemVAR v ef', (SND asn) cf)))

modlist

Applying the ACT function to the results of each transition and then taking the

disjunction of these clauses for all chosen transitions produces the effect of taking the

disjunction of all possible modifications to a variable (v) in a step:

CH se v ef cf' t f lags =def

let tnames = GET_TRANS_NAMES sc in

EXISTS

(Atname. GET_TR_FLAG tnames t f lags tname A

ACT v (RESULT sc tname) cf

tnames

The variable condition results in a Boolean expression for each variable in one of two

forms:

1. cf' v = ef v when the variable has not been affected in this step, or

2. (cf' v = el ef) V (cf' v = e2 ef) V ...(cf' v = en cf) where a variable takes

on one of the modifications made to it in this step

A basic state variable will never be assigned multiple possible values for a given set of

transitions.
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5.4.3 Evaluating the Variable Condition

In the traffic light example, there are no conflicts in modifications to variables and only

the values of basic states are changed in any step, but the expansion of the variable

condition for one variable will provide an idea of what it reduces to for any statechart.

Using tO through t7 as the flags associated with the transitions in Figure 2.2, the predicate

VAR_COND evaluated for the variable FL representing the basic state FLASHING, for

the current configuration (cf) and the next configuration (cf'), partially evaluates to:

H7 A ---46 A BOOL (EQVAL (SemVAR FL^SemVAR FL cf))) V

(t7 A BOOL (EQVAL (SemVAR FL cf', BFALSE))) V

(t6 A BOOL (EQVAL (SemVAR FL cf', BTRUE)))

This means if the transitions that could modify FL are not taken (t6 and t7) then FL

keeps its previous value. Otherwise the changes given by each transition when it is

followed are stated.

5.5 Event Condition (EVENT_COND)

Evaluating events by examining counters means another another condition must be added

to the next configuration relation to update the event counters. This condition looks at

the events labeling each transition to update any event counters used by it:

EVENT_COND sc cf^=def^ (5.4)

let tnames = GET_TRANS_NAMES sc in

EVERY (Atname. UpdateEvent (EVENT (TRAN sc tname)) sc (cf,cf)) tnames

where tnames is the set of transition names. This does not put any restrictions on the

variables of the next configuration other than the event counters. The event counters are

considered external so that they will not be affected by VAR_COND.
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In order to define UpdateEvent, we need predicates that state the conditions that the

counter is reset to zero when an event occurs and otherwise it is incremented providing

it is not already at its maximum value. RESET states that the counter has the value zero

in the configuration cf.

RESET counter cf =def BOOL(EQVAL (SemVAR counter cf, SemCONST 0 cf))

INC expresses the relationship between the current and next configuration when the

counter is incremented. Note that if the counter already holds its maximum value it is

not changed:

INC counter cf^=def

(MAXVALUE (SemVAR counter cf) A

BOOL (EQVAL (SemVAR counter cr , SemVAR counter cf))) V

(—(MAXVALUE (SemVAR counter cf)) A

BOOL (EQVAL (SemVAR counter cf',

PLUS (SemVAR counter cf, SemCONST 1 cf))))

For each single event, we can define a relation that holds true if the event occurs in

this step. The following functions determine if the system enters or exists a state (stn):

SemEN sc stname =clef A(Cf, ,Cf). —INSTATE sc cf stname A INSTATE sc cf' stname

SemEX sc stname =clef A(Cf, ,C .1). INSTATE sc cf stname A —INSTATE sc cf' stname

A primitive event occurs when the variable representing it (evn) changes its value

between cf and cf':

SemEV evn =def A(cf,cf).^(EQVAL (SemVAR evn cf', SemVAR evn cf))
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The predicate to update the counters for single events, uses one of the three functions

defined above, given as a parameter in check, to determine if it should reset or increment

the counter:

Update check counter =clef

A(ef , ,cf).

(check (cf, , cf') A RESET counter cf') V

(—i(check (cf , en) A INC counter cf cf' )

Grouping these together, UpdateSingleEvent, takes a pair of configurations and returns

a predicate limiting the value of the counter in the next configuration for the single events:

UpdateSingleEvent (EV evn counter) sc =def

Update (SemEV evn) counter

UpdateSingleEvent (EX stname counter) sc =def

Update (SemEX sc stname) counter

UpdateSingleEvent (EN stname counter) sc =def

Update (SemEN sc stname) counter

Finally, UpdateEvent is a recursively defined predicate that uses the above parts to

express what it means to update any event:

UpdateEvent (NONE) SC =d ef A(cf,cf').T

UpdateEvent (EVEXPR ev exp) se =def UpdateEvent ev sc

UpdateEvent (SE se) SC =def UpdateSingleEvent se sc

UpdateEvent (TM se exp) sc =def UpdateSingleEvent se sc
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UpdateEvent (AND_E evi ev2 ) SC =def

.'(cf,cf). (UpdateEvent evi sc (cf,cf) A UpdateEvent ev2 sc (cf,cf) )

UpdateEvent (OR_E evi ev2) SC =def

)(cf,cf'). (UpdateEvent evi sc (cf,cf') A UpdateEvent ev2 sc (cf,cf') )

UpdateEvent (NOT_E ev) sc =def UpdateEvent ev sc

5.6 Summary

This chapter and the previous one together present an operational semantics for a working

subset of statecharts as a next configuration relation. Because these are all total functions.

every statechart has an interpretation. Some current configurations in statecharts that

violate the assumptions made about their form may have no possible next configurations

so the relation will always fail.

The difficulty in giving these semantics is that the components of statecharts are not

completely compositional. The meaning of expressions and actions are expressed simply

by examining their parts. Timeout events use counters so they can be evaluated relative

to the current configuration only. But the overall conditions on transitions and values of

variables in the next configuration have to consider all parts of the statechart.

Our definition of a step is simpler than that used by other versions of the semantics

but is easier and clearer to express. It expresses non-determinism among transitions

on the same level and priority among transitions from states related in the hierarchy.

Interpretations for enabled transitions with conflicting destination states and those that

go between orthogonal components have not yet been included. Race conditions and

multiple conflicting actions on a transition are resolved by considering all actions together

when assigning values to the variables in the next configuration.
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Given a current configuration, it may be indeterminite as to which set of transitions

will be chosen for this step. If there are conflicts among the actions of the transitions

chosen for the step, it is also indeterminate as to what value a variable will take on. The

result is that several next configurations may satisfy the relation for the same current

configuration.

These semantics have been used in a model checker for statecharts which is presented

in the next chapter. They could also form the basis for other types of analysis and

simulation or to examine properties of the semantics themselves.



Chapter 6

The Model Checker

A model checker shows that a given property or descriptive specification is

true of a model of a system. In this chapter we present a model checking

algorithm implemented as a higher-order logic function. It takes as a param-

eter a next configuration relation characterizing the semantics of the model.

This could be the NC relation defined in the previous chapter for statecharts.

The descriptive specification is a predicate on configurations which should

eventually be true within a bounded number of steps along either some or

all execution paths starting from an initial set of configurations. To execute

this function, we represent the configuration in Boolean values. The traffic

light example is used to demonstrate the model checker. Invariants can be

verified using the model checker to prove the induction step in an inductive

proof that some property holds for all times.

6.1 Introduction

Many forms of model checking have been developed and used for different purposes. In

general, a model checker tests whether a given property holds true in a finite state machine

model of a system. A statechart can be considered as a finite "state" machine where the

"states" of the machine are all the possible configurations and the "state" transition

relation is given by the next configuration relation NC. The descriptive specification is

the property to test.

77
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Treating the values of elements of the configuration symbolically, it is possible to show

that the property is true over a class of configurations in one run of the model checker.

We can also examine the consequences of external events occurring at any time.

In the past, these tools have suffered from the configuration explosion problem' when

all configurations were explicitly represented. The symbolic model checking algorithm

used here is a limited form of the one presented by McMillan [24] where binary deci-

sion diagrams (BDDs) are used for efficient representation of the possible configurations.

Boolean functions give characteristic functions for possible configurations under evalua-

tion.

The sections in this chapter describe the following elements required to carry out the

model checking:

• a way of representing the system configuration in Boolean variables so that it can

be executed (Section 6.2)

• notation for expressing the descriptive specification (Section 6.3)

• an algorithm for doing the model checking (Section 6.4)

The model checker is independent of the next configuration relation which characterizes

the semantics.

Two examples based on the traffic light are used to illustrate the model checker.

Section 6.7 looks at using invariants to prove a property for all execution times in the

model. The chapter concludes with discussions on efficiency and another descriptive

specification notation that could be used.

'This is usually called the state explosion problem.
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6.2 Representing the Configuration

The configuration can be represented in Boolean variables (bits) so that the next config-

uration relation, NC, defined in the previous chapter can be executed. By execution, we

mean giving two configurations as arguments to the relation and automatically simplify-

ing the relation to true or false.

In the previous chapter the configuration is described as a mapping from variables to

values. These values are represented as vectors of Booleans:

Value (Bool)list

A configuration is created by applying the function MEM to a list of variable records,

varlist and a bit vector by. MEM varlist by takes a variable name and returns a bit

vector for the value of that variable. Since some variables require more than one bit, it

needs information on how many bits are associated with each variable. The argument

varlist is actually an ordered list of records that have fields for the variable name, the

status of the variable as external or internal and the number of bits that should be used

to represent that variable.

Using the function SPLITBV which, given a number of bits x and a bit vector by,

returns the pair where the first element is the first x bits of by and the second element is

the remaining bits of by, the function MEM can be defined as:

MEM varlist by varname =

(varlist = []) -4= [T]

let bits = SPLITBV (SND (SND (HD varlist))) by in

((FST (HD varlist) = yarname)^FST bits MEM (TL varlist) (SND bits) yarname)

For example, if varlist contains:

[(X, Int,1); (Y, Ext, 5); (Z, Ext, 2)]
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and by is

[b0; bl; b2; b3; b4; b5; b6; b7]

then applying the configuration M EM varlist by to the variable Z would return [b6; b7].

Note that if a variable is not contained in varlist, the one element bit vector containing

only the value true is returned. Obviously there is the potential for errors in generating

the list of records for the variables and Chapter 8 will describe a tool that does this

automatically for a particular statechart. This tool determines the status of the variable

as internal or external by examining how the variable is used in the statechart. This

field may be modified by the user. Making a variable external is a more conservative

verification test than assuming that the variable maintains its value unless explicitly

changed.

There are many different types of variables that can be used in statecharts. Basic

states are represented by one bit vectors treated as one Boolean variable. Booleans and

primitive event variables are also one bit vectors. Natural numbers and event counters

can be vectors of any length which are interpreted as numbers. The tool automatically

generates this information giving natural numbers and event counters a default length of

one, since fewer bits are more efficient for the model checker to compute. This information

can be changed easily before it is used and it is expected that the user would tailor the

number of bits to the expected values of these variables.

In the traffic light example, the data-items are EW_GREEN_TIME and

NS _GREEN_TIME (EW_G_T and NS _G_T respectively) which give the timeout

step number for how long the light stays green in a each direction. If each of these could

take on the possible values 0 through 3, then they can be represented in two bits. Their

associated event counters would need three bits so that the legitimate value 3 is not the

maximum value of the counter (Section 4.7). The event counters for the transitions that
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move the system into the yellow light state in each component must have at least two

bits since they have to count up to the value 2. The other event counters (EV_MALF,

EV_RESET) only need one bit since we only have to check if the event happened in

the previous step or not. The complete information for the variables in the traffic light

statechart of Figure 2.2 is called tisINFO and given by the following chart:

Variable Type Name # Bits Internal/External

Basic states FL 1 Int

E_W_R 1 Int

E_W_Y 1 Int

E_W_G 1 Int

N_S_Y 1 Int

N_S_R 1 Int

N_S_G 1 Int

Data items NS_G_T 2 Ext

EW_G_T 2 Ext

Primitive Event flags MALF 1 Ext

RESET 1 Ext

Event counters EV_MALF 1 Ext

EV_RESET 1 Ext

EN_N_S_G 3 Ext

EN_N_S_Y 2 Ext

EN_E_W_G 3 Ext

EN_E_W_Y 2 Ext
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6.2.1 Operations on Values

The operations outlined in Section 4.3 can now be defined as operations on bit vectors.

For example, BOOL returns the first element of the bit vector, to convert a value into a

Boolean:

BOOL (x : Value) =def HD x

The operations on Boolean values convert them to Booleans and then carry out the

appropriate logical connective, as in:

BAND (x : Value, y : Value) =def BVAL(BOOL x A BOOL y)

NVAL is somewhat more complicated because it has to convert a natural number into

a bit vector. Values for numbers are unsigned bit vectors of any length in little endian

format.'

NVAL n =def

(n = 0)^[]^CONS (n MOD 2 = 1) (NVAL (n DIV 2))

The operations on numbers may involve resizing the bit vectors to accommodate carry

bits. For example for PLUS, we have to call on an auxiliary function that adds two values

and a carry bit where the first carry in is F:

PLUS a b =def PLUS_AUX a b F

PLUS_AUX a b c =

(a = H)^PLUS2_AUX b c

((b H)^PLUS2_AUX a c I

2 Little endian format means the rightmost bit is the most significant.
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CONS ((HDa) A -, ( HD b) A^V -, ( HD a) A (HD b) A^V

-, (HD a) A -, ( HD b) A c V (HD a) A (HD b) A c )

(PLUS_AUX (TL a) (TL b) ((HD a) A (HD b) V c A (HD b) V (HD a) A c)))

The auxiliary function puts a true value at the head of the list if one or all of the first

bits of the three values are true. The carry bit is true if any two of the first bits of the

three values are true. The final function adds the carry bit to the result:

PLUS2_AUX a c =

CONS (c A -, (HD a) V^A (HD a)) (PLUS2_AUX (TL a) (c A (HD a)))

The equality operator sets the bits of its first argument bv 1 equal to the bits of its

second argument bv2. If bv2 has more bits than bvl then these extra bits are not used:

EQUAL (x : Value, y : Value) = clef BVEQUAL x (SIZED (LENGTH x) y)

These operations are based on definitions given in a bit vector package for HOL [28]

and the definitions for the remaining functions are given in Appendix B.

6.3 Descriptive Specifications

The descriptive specification language for this model checker includes bounded eventually

temporal logic statements in one of two forms:

• Starting from an initial set of configurations i, the property f eventually holds

within n steps on all execution paths.

• Starting from an initial set of configurations i, the property f eventually holds

within n steps on some execution path.
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where i and f are predicates on configurations which can be considered characteristic

functions for a set of configurations.

The operational specification is given by the relation NextConfig which relates two

configurations. To model check a particular statechart sc we would supply NC sc for

NextConfig but the model checking algorithm would work for any other model whose

operation can be described by a next configuration relation.

To show the first type of statement is true we show that the following predicate is

true:

MC_A n i NextConfig f

Similarly, the second statement is verified using:

MC_E n i NextConfig f

The functions MCA and MC_E implement the model checking algorithm and will be

described in the next section. Section 6.7 shows how MCA can be used as part of an

inductive proof to show f is true for all times, not just within a time constraint.

6.4 The Model Checking Algorithm

The task for a model checker is to show that the descriptive specification is true. The

model checking algorithm depends on the descriptive specification language. It uses the

representation of the configuration of the system and tests if a given property holds in

that configuration. If the property does not hold in all configurations that the system

is currently in, then it determines the representation for the next configuration of the

system and iterates this process until either the formula does hold along all paths leading

to the current set of configurations or it has tried the number of iterations given by

the timing constraint. We will begin by explaining the algorithm that determines if
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property holds along every execution path (MC_A) and then describe the simple changes

to calculate MC_E.

To describe the model checking algorithm, we make use of the following:

i is the characteristic function for the set of initial configurations,

NextConfig is the next configuration relation, and

f is the characteristic function for the set of configurations that satisfy the

property to verify

These are all predicates that take configurations as arguments and return true or false

depending on whether their arguments satisfy the predicate.

Over a limited number of steps, the model checker determines the set of next con-

figurations that do not satisfy the formula and therefore need to be checked further. A

characteristic function for the set of next configurations (cf') is given by asking if there

are any elements of the initial configuration(cf) that are related by NextConfig to f' . 3

)tcf'. 3cf.i cf A NextConfig cf^ (6.5)

To check if the property f holds in all possible next configurations, we formulate the

question of whether any cf"s exist that do not satisfy f:

let check = 3cf'. 3cf.i cf A NextConfig cf cf A^cf'^(6.6)

If this expression is false then the property is true in all current configurations (check)

and the model checking process can stop. If, however, this expression is true, then

f does not hold in all next configurations of the set of current configurations and the

3Throughout this explanation, the expression 3cf will be used to indicate existential quantification
over all the bits of the configuration. This is actually implemented using the function EXISTSN defined
in Chapter 4.
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model checking process should continue to check if f will eventually be satisfied along all

execution paths.

A representation for the set of next configurations that do not satisfy f is needed, since

these are the only paths we need to continue to examine. The characteristic function for

this set is given in the above expression (Equation 6.6) without the quantification over

the next state:

let nextX = Acf'.]cf.icf A NextConfig cf^A —if cf. '^(6.7)

This then becomes the initial state i used in the next iteration. The complete model

checking process is given by the following recursively defined function, called MC_A,

where step is a constant natural number giving the time constraint:

MCA step i NextConfig f =def

let check = 3cl. 3cf. i cf A NextConfig cf cf' A —if cf' in^(6.6)

let nextX = Acf 3cf. i cf A NextConfig cf cf' A^cf' in^(6.7)

(step = 0)^False I -i(check) V MCA (step — 1) nextX NextConfig f

If the process has checked all steps without finding that the property is satisfied along

all paths, it returns false.

To test whether the property f eventually holds along some execution path rather

than along all paths, MC_E checks if the f holds true in any configuration (check), and if

not continues iterating with all execution paths because one has not yet been found that

satisfies the formula:

MC_E step i NextConfig f =def

let check = 3cl. ]cf. i cf A NextConfig cf cf' A f cf' in

let nextX = Acf' .acf. i cf A NextConfig cf cf' in

(step = 0)^False I (check) V MC_E (step — 1) nextX NextConfig f
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6.4.1 Variations on these Algorithms

A variation of this process checks whether the descriptive specification is true in the

initial configuration, rather than starting in the next configuration as above. For each

of the tests given above, the corresponding functions MC_A_I and MC_E_I also check f in

the initial configuration:

MC_A_I step i NextConfig f =def

let check^3cf. i cf A -if cf in

let nextX Acf'.3cf. icf A^cf A NextConfig cf cl in

(step = 0)^False^-, (check) V MC_A_I (step — 1) nextX NextConfig f

MC_E_I step i NextConfig f =def

let check^.3cf i cf A f cf.' in

let nextX Acf. 3cf. i cf A NextConfig cf cf in

(step = 0)^False^(check) V MC_E_I (step — 1) nextX NextConfig f

For the same step number, these will check execution paths one unit smaller in length

than the algorithms that start at the next configuration. This variation is often useful

when checking if a certain action is accomplished (liveness) and it is equally good if the

action is already accomplished.

MC_A and MC_E will be called MC_A_NS and MC_E_NS respectively to indicate that

they start the model checking in the next step from the initial configuration.
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6.4.2 Running the Model Checker

The model checker can run any of these model checking functions. MC is a general

function that precalculates the number of bits needed to represent the configuration

(GETNUMBITS) and determines the internal variables (INTVAR) from the variable records

(frame). The function MEM with the set of variable records is passed to the model check-

ing functions. The particular model checking function to be used is given by mc. The

next configuration relation to be used is ns.

MC mc step i ns f frame =def

let nbits = GETNUMBITS frame in

(let intvar = INTVAR frame in

mc step nbits (MEM frame) i (ns intvar) f)

6.5 Descriptive Specifications for Statecharts

The property to check is expressed in the target language making reference only to the

current configuration. It must be given as a function that takes a configuration as an

argument and returns true or false depending on whether the property is satisfied in

that configuration. A safety property of the traffic light is that it never shows either a

green or yellow light in both directions at the same time. A descriptive specification for

a configuration where this situation might exist is:

TROUBLE =def

\cf.

(BOOL(SemVAR N_S_Y cf) V BOOL(SemVAR N_S_G cf)) A

(BOOL(SemVAR E_W_Y cf) V BOOL(SemVAR E_W_G cf))
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The model checker could test whether this property ever becomes true (MC_E) within a

limited number of steps.

6.5.1 Initial Configuration

The possible initial configurations of the system are specified by a characteristic function

of a set of configurations. The model checking algorithm can begin from all possible

system configurations, by giving )cf. T as its initial set of configurations. Sometimes,

however, all possible system configurations are not reachable within the model given by

the statechart. For example, it is a legal state configuration to have both lights showing

green, but we hope that this is not a reachable configuration. An overly large set of

possible initial configurations could result in the model checker returning false negatives

if the formula is shown to be false along a path of execution that began at an unreachable

configuration.

Often the model checker should start in the starting configuration of the system.

Similar to the semantic function for entering the source state of a transition (ENTERSRC)

which returns a list of assignment pairs to set the basic states to true, ENTERDEF is true

if the basic states determined by following the defaults from a given state are all true:

ENTERDEF sc stname =def

Acf.

(TYP sc stname B) BOOL (SemVAR stname cf)

((TYP sc stname = A)

EVERY (\stn. ENTERDEF sc stn cf) (SUBSTATES sc stname)

ENTERDEF sc (DEFAULT sc stname) cf

For any statechart that has the necessary default entrances, the predicate describing the
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starting configuration uses ENTERDEF starting from the root state and also ensures that

the system is in a legal state configuration so that the values of basic states not set by

ENTERDEF will be false:
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INITIAL SC = de f

Acf.

ENTERDEF sc (ROOT sc) cf A STATE_COND sc cf

Data-items and events may be assigned symbolic values or constants in the initial con-

figuration.

6.6 Traffic Light Example

Earlier we defined TROUBLE as a characteristic function for configurations where the

traffic light is green or yellow in both directions. Using the MC_E function, we can check

whether this property is ever true within a certain number of steps from the starting

configuration of the traffic light statechart.

The definitions for the semantic and model checking functions have been defined in

HOL. To run the model checker, we only need to load the traffic light statechart (t/s)

and its associated configuration representation information (tlsINFO) and then provide

the definitions for the descriptive specification, before giving Voss the model checking

expression to evaluate.

The output in Figure 6.14 shows `T‘ or `F` to indicate whether the expression is

true or false. The results of the model checker tell us that five steps from the starting

configuration, the traffic light could end up in a situation where both lights are showing

either green or yellow. Referring back to Figure 2.2, we can see how this could occur.

The characteristic function for the initial set of configurations does not limit the event

counters at all so in the first step, tO can be followed since NS_G_T could be equal to

the counter EN_N_S_G and the system moves into the states N_S_Y and E_W_R. In
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1___^I__I^1 -- 1^1^1:11^ID
I^I^I^I__I^I__^I__I^I__I

Version 2.0, built on 15/7/92

..., load definitions for semantics, model checking, traffic light

#let TROUBLE = new_definition(
`TROUBLE',
"TROUBLE = \(cf:Config).

EXISTS (\v.BOOL(SemVAR v cf)) ['E_W_G';'E_W_Y'] A
EXISTS (\v.BOOL(SemVAR v cf)) ['N_S_G"4,.'N_Si']")••

####TROUBLE =
1- TROUBLE =

(\cf.
EXISTS(\v. BOOL(SemVAR v cf))PE_W_G'•"E_W_Y'l A
EXISTS(\v. BOOL(SemVAR v cf))['N_S_G';'N_S_Y'])

#VOSS "MC MC_E_NS 1 (INITIAL tls) (NC tls) TROUBLE tlsINFO";;.
`F' : string

#VOSS "MC MC_E_NS 2 (INITIAL tls) (NC tls) TROUBLE tlsINFO";4,.
'F' : string

#VOSS "MC MC_E_NS 5 (INITIAL tls) (NC tls) TROUBLE tlsINFO";•
`T' : string

Figure 6.14: Running the model checker for the traffic light
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this first step the event counter EN_N_S_Y is reset to 0. For the next two steps, the

system remains in this state configuration as the event counters get updated. In the

fourth step, the event counter EN_N_S_Y has the value 2 so transition t1 can be taken

moving the system into both red light states. In the next step the triggers for both t2

and t5 are true so both of these transitions can be taken and after five steps the traffic

light is showing a green light in both directions! In other words, we have used the model

checker to demonstrate the property SAFE does not hold in the the traffic light statechart

of Figure 2.2.

Obviously this is a situation we want to avoid and the solution is to strengthen the

triggering events of t2 and t5 so that they can not both occur at the same time. As

suggested in the discussion of this example in the STATEMATE manual [14], the model

is revised so that the trigger for moving from a red to a green state is that the system

has just entered the other component's red light state. This is given by Figure 6.15 (from

Figure 3-22 in [14]). This should eliminate the previous problem because the system will

have been in E_W_R for a number of steps before the N_S component arrives in its red

state and the traffic changes direction.

6.7 Invariants

We could continue to check the new traffic light statechart to see if it ever enters a

configuration that satisfies TROUBLE but there is a finite number of steps that we can

test in this model checker. It would be better to show that the model is always in a

safe configuration, which can be defined as the opposite of TROUBLE, where t/s is the

statechart:

SAFE =de f

Ac f .
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NORMAL

Figure 6.15: Corrected traffic light
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(BOOL(SemVAR N_S_R cf) V BOOL(SemVAR E_W_R. cf) V

BOOL(SemVAR FL cf)) A

STATE_COND tls cf

Using MC_A, we could show that starting from the initial configuration, after multiple

steps the system always ends up in a configuration that satisfies this property. This

approach still suffers from only being able to run the model checker for a finite number

of steps when the execution of the traffic light could continue indefinitely.

An alternative approach is to use MC_A to prove that if the system starts in a config-

uration that satisfies this property then, after one step, it always ends up in one that also

satisfies this property. If this property is also true in the starting configuration of the

model then by induction the property holds in all reachable configurations of the system.

The model checker can be used to automatically prove the induction step.

If we try verifying the above descriptive specification of SAFE for one step as in

Figure 6.16, we find it does not hold. This does not necessarily mean that the invariant

does not hold in the model. It just may not be strong enough. Figure 6.17 illustrates what

is happening. We can limit the set of all possible configurations to those that have legal

state configurations (L). The property SAFE describes a subset of these given by S. We

used MCA to try to show that all the configurations within S lead to configurations also

in S in one step. This was not true because, as the model checker has shown, some next

configurations fall outside of S resulting in X. For example, if N_S_R and E_W_R are

both entered in a step then in the resulting configuration the event counters EN_E_W_R

and EN N_S_R both have the value O. This configuration satisfies the predicate SAFE

but in the next step both t2 and t5 can be taken, leading to an unsafe configuration.

The predicate SAFE may still be true in all reachable configurations of the system.

If we find a subset of S, called INV, where all of its elements lead to configurations
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1___ T__T^1 -- 1^T^0 1:=1
1^I^I^I__I^I__^I__I^I__I

Version 2.0, built on 15/7/92

..., load definitions for semantics, model checking, new traffic light

#let SAFE = new_definition(
`SAFE',
"SAFE = \(cf:Config).

(BOOL(SemVAR 'N_S_R' cf) V
BOOL(SemVAR 'E_W_R‘ cf) V
BOOL(SemVAR 'FL' cf)) A
STATE_COND tls cf")::

######SAFE =
I- SAFE =

(\cf.
(DOOL(SemVAR 'N_S_R‘ cf) V
BOOL(SemVAR 'E_W_R' cf) V
BOOL(SemVAR 'FL' of)) A

STATE_COND tls cf)

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 1 SAFE (NC newtls) SAFE newt1sINFO"::
'F' : string

Figure 6.16: First attempt at an invariant for the traffic light

Current configurations^Next configurations

L = legal
S = safe

Figure 6.17: Why SAFE is not an invariant
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Current configurations^Next configurations

L = legal
S = safe

INV = invariant

Figure 6.18: Invariants

that also belong to INV as in Figure 6.18 and INV holds in the starting configuration

of the statechart then by induction we have a property that holds for all reachable

configurations.

In order to determine a possible candidate for INV we note that the property SAFE

does not put any restrictions on the event counters that were triggering the transitions

that led to an unsafe configuration as mentioned above. Changing the invariant to include

the condition that if in the state N_S_R then the value of EN_E_W_R is greater than 0

means that transition t2 can not be taken since the system has been in the state E_W_R

for at least one step. Taking the disjunction of this condition and the corresponding one

for E_W_R implies that the property SAFE will always be true. The system can still

make progress because when it enters one of the red states, the disjuncts change as to
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#let INV = new_definition(
'INV',
"INV = \(cf:Config)+

((BOOL(SemVAR 'N_S_R' cf) A
BOOL(SemGREATER (SemVAR 'EN_E_W_R',SemCONST 0) cf)) V
(BOOL(SemVAR 'E_W_R' cf) A
BOOL(SemGREATER (SemVAR 'EN_N_S_R',SemCONST 0) cf)) V
BOOL(SemVAR 'FL' cf)) A
STATE_COND newtls cf");;

########INV =
I- INV =

(\cf +

(BOOL(SemVAR 'N_S_R' cf) A
BOOL(SemGREATER(SemVAR 'EN_E_W_R',SemCONST 0)cf) V
BOOL(SemVAR 'E_W_R' cf) A
BOOL(SemGREATER(SemVAR 'EN_N_S_R',SemCONST 0)cf) V
BOOL(SemVAR 'FL' of)) A

STATE_COND newtls of)

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 1 INV (NC newtls) INV newt1sINFO";;
'T' : string

Figure 6.19: Checking the correct invariant for the traffic light

which one is true:

INV =de f

Acf.

(BOOL(SemVAR N_S_R cf) A

SemGREATER(SemVAR EN_E_W_R,SemCONST 0) cf) V

(BOOL(SemVAR E_W_R cf) A

SemGREATER(SemVAR EN_N_S_R,SemCONST 0) cf) V

BOOL(SemVAR FL cf) A

STATE_COND newtls cf

The property INV includes restrictions on the event counters. To use induction, we
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must ensure that the starting configuration also satisfies INV. Only the counters for the

events of entering the default states should have the value 0. All other event counters

should be greater than 0. This satisfies our invariant because,

BOOL(SemVAR N_S_R cf) A

SemGREATER(SemVAR EN_E_W_R,SemCONST 0) cf

will be true. Therefore by induction, we have shown the invariant to be true for all

reachable configurations of the model. Since the invariant implies SAFE, this property

is always true for systems whose variables can take on the same range of values as those

given in the variable records.

6.8 Efficiency

Executing the model checker can take a long time (10-15 minutes real-time) on machines

with lots of memory (48 meg) even for small problems. The number of steps affect the

execution time and proving an invariant over one step can be fairly quick.

Running the model checker is in effect executing the operational semantics given in the

previous chapter. These functions were not written with efficiency as a priority, therefore

there is room for reworking them to speed up the execution of the model checker.

Executing a Boolean expression in a BDD package can also be made more efficient

by changing the variable ordering for the BDDs. Using Voss through HOL, we have not

taken advantage of this ability. One can argue that for small problems, time for execution

is not a problem and therefore the convenience gained from letting the package take care

of this is well worthwhile. For larger problems, execution time may become more of a

factor and this is another way the model checker could work faster.

We believe that there is room to exploit the hierarchy of statecharts to reduce the
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configuration space that must be explored to verify a property of the model. For exam-

ple, it should be possible to ignore details of substates and transitions among substates

if they are not needed for a particular property. This would reduce the size of the config-

uration that needs to be represented. Given the priority of transitions in the hierarchy,

decomposing states should not violate a proven property.

6.9 Other Descriptive Specification Notations

Higher order functions can be used to write more complex descriptive specifications for

our model checker but these must be given relative to the current configuration only and

within a bounded time. Properties that depend on future configurations as well as the

current one can be expressed in formalisms used by other model checkers. Computational

Tree Logic (CTL) is a branching temporal logic that has operators to express properties

for all times, and paths [24]. For those familiar with CTL, the MCA function is closest

to the AF f operator of CTL which means for all paths eventually f, and correspondingly,

MC_E is like EF f. The major difference is that CTL checks for all lengths of paths using

a fixed point operator where as our model checking tests only within a restricted time.

For expressing properties of hard real-time systems, bounded temporal operators should

be sufficient.

CTL requires a more complex model checking algorithm than the one presented here.

Section 9.5 will look at the possibility of using another notation called State Transition

Assertions [6] to give more expressive descriptive specifications with only small changes

in the model checking algorithm used here.
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6.10 Conclusions

This chapter describes the language for descriptive specifications and its associated model

checking algorithm. The configuration of the system is represented as Boolean values.

The process is symbolic over the range of values that the bits can represent. We have

taken advantage of BDDs for efficient representation of the configuration but the process

may still suffer from the configuration explosion problem for large models.

If the result of checking a property using the model checking algorithm returns false

then it is very useful to give an example showing the complete set of steps leading up

to a configuration where the property does not hold. This scenario is called a counter-

example. Currently, our model checker does not provide this.

Determining an invariant that limits the set of configurations enough to prove a

property for all reachable configurations is not an easy process. The benefits are that

the model checker only has to be run for one step. It would be useful to formalize the

induction argument made using invariants. Section 9.4 describes how to do this within

HOL.

The errors in the traffic light statechart can also be found using the reachability of

conditions test in STATEMATE. In the next chapter, more examples of model checking

are presented. The first of these demonstrates the use of symbolic values to prove a

functional property of a system.
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Examples

This chapter presents two examples where the model checker has been used

to prove properties about small systems. In each case, the operational and

descriptive specifications of the model are given along with the output of a

run of the tests. The first example demonstrates the use of symbolic values

and how different information about the representation of the configuration

can affect the results of the model checker.

7.1 Swap Operation

This first example demonstrates the use of symbolic values to prove the functionality of

an operation. The swap operation just interchanges the values of two variables using one

temporary value. The statechart describing its operation is given in Figure 7.20. The

three actions are all placed on separate transitions so that they will happen sequentially.

These transitions are enabled as soon as their source state is entered since there are no

events to trigger them.

To verify that the model accomplishes the swap operation, we should prove that

beginning from the starting system configuration, within three steps the model always

results in a state where the values have been swapped. VAR1 and VAR2 are given the

values of X and Y which can be constants or symbolic values depending on how they are

set in the starting configuration. They must be considered part of the configuration so

that they can be referred to in both the characteristic function for the initial configuration

102
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ROOT

Figure 7.20: Swap operation

(START) and the property showing the operation has been accomplished (END). They

are considered internal so that they can not change their values between steps. The

definition of the statechart is given by the constant swap used in these definitions.

In our first test, we allocate one bit to all data items and symbolic values. The

constant swapINFOl holds the following information:
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Variable Type Name # Bits Internal/External

Basic states A 1 Int

B 1 Int

C 1 Int

D 1 Int

Data Items TEMP 1 Int

VAR1 1 Int

VAR2 1 Int

Symbolic Values X 1 Int

Y 1 Int

The results of the test in Figure 7.21 show that after three steps the model successfully

completes the operation.

To demonstrate the importance of the variable records, we can run the model checker

with different sets of variable information. Making all the data-items and symbolic values

two bits, the constant swapINFO2 contains the following variable records:

Variable Type Name # Bits Internal/External

Basic states A 1 Int

B 1 Int

C 1 Int

D 1 Int

Data Items TEMP 2 Int

VAR1 2 Int

VAR2 2 Int

Symbolic values X 2 Int

Y 2 Int
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#let START = new_definitionCSTART',
"START = \cf.

INITIAL swap cf Al
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR1',SemVAR 'X') cf) A
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR2',SemVAR 'Y') cf) ");;

####START =
I- START =

(\cf,
INITIAL swap cf A
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR1',SemVAR 'X')cf) A
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR2',SemVAR 'Y')cf))

#let END = new_definition( 'END',
"END = \cf.

BOOL(SemVAR 'D' cf) Al
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR1',SemVAR 'Y') cf) A
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR2',SemVAR 'X') cf) ");;

####END =
I- END =

(\cf.
BOOL(SemVAR 'D' cf) A
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR1',SemVAR 'Y')cf) A
BOOL(SemEQUAL(SemVAR 'VAR2',SemVAR 'X')cf))

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 1 START (NC swap) END swapINF01";•
'F' : strin9

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 2 START (NC swap) END swapINF01"•;
'F' : strin9

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 3 START (NC swap) END swapINF01";•
-r% : strin9

Figure 7.21: Swap test #1
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VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 3 START (NC swap) END swapINF02";;
`T' : string

Figure 7.22: Swap test #2

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 3 START (NC swap) END swapINF03";;
`F' : string

Figure 7.23: Swap test #3

Figure 7.22 shows the results of running the model checker with the revised variable

records.

If TEMP has fewer bits than the other data-items then values will be lost in execu-

tion. For example, if TEMP is only one bit and the others are two bits. The following

variable records are contained in swapINFO3:

Variable Type Name # Bits Internal/External

Basic states A 1 Int

B 1 Int

C 1 Int

D 1 Int

Data Items TEMP 1 Int

VAR1 2 Int

VAR2 2 Int

Symbolic values X 2 Int

Y 2 Int

The results of the model checker are shown in Figure 7.23.

If, however, the symbolic values have only one bit as well, then swapINFO4 contains

the following information:
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VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 3 START (NC swap) END swapINF04";;
: string

Figure 7.24: Swap test #4

Variable Type Name # Bits Internal/External

Basic states A 1 Int

B 1 Int

C 1 Int

D 1 Int

Data Items TEMP 1 Int

VAR1 2 Int

VAR2 2 Int

Symbolic values X 1 Int

Y 1 Int

This time no information is lost and the tests are successful (Figure 7.24).

7.2 Arbiter

The second example is a model of one node in an arbiter circuit described by Staunstrup

and Greenstreet [29]. The complete arbiter is a binary tree where one token is passed

down to a leaf node that is the only one to have access to the shared resource. Each

node has a request (REQP) and grant (GRP) signal connected to its parent and the

same signals for each of its children (REQL, GRL, REAR, and GRR). The node sets

REQP to true to request the token. It receives the token when GRP becomes true. It

can then pass it to one of its children and the left child has precedence over the right. It

returns the token to its parent by setting REQP to false and can again make a request.
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once GRP becomes false. The signals GRP, REQR, and REQL are external to this

node. However once the token has been granted GRP must remain true.

Staunstrup and Greenstreet model the node using Synchronized Transitions which

is a notation that describes a program or circuit by a set of guarded transitions oper-

ating atomically but in any order. Their specification can be directly translated into a

statechart by having transitions loop around one state. These transitions all have equal

priority so any one of them could be taken providing its trigger is satisfied. Figure 7.25

gives the statechart operational specification for the mode1. 1 The signal GRP is mod-

eled using an extra component since the signal is set to true outside of this arbiter. This

action is caused by the external event SET which would be generated by a parent node

following its tl or t2 transition. Once the token is given to a node, it can not be taken

away until REQP is false. Other transitions rely on knowing that GRP does not change

its value from true. Making GRP internal ensures that it maintains its value unless di-

rectly changed within the statechart. In this way part of the environment is included as

a concurrent component of the arbiter statechart.

Informally, the transitions in the statechart, describe the following operations:

tO ask for the token

t 1 pass the token to the left child

t2 pass the token to the right child

t3 get the token back from the left child, if there is no longer a request for it

t4 get the token back from the right child, if there is no longer a request for

it

t5 pass the token back up the tree since no children want it

l tr! and fs! are short for MAKE_TRUE and MAKE_FALSE respectively.



A

t5: GRP A -GRL A -GRR / fs!(REQP)

1110 tO: -GRP A (REQL V REQP)
/ td(REQP)

t4: -REQR / fs!(GRR)

tl: GRP A REQP A REQL A -GRR
/ tr!(GRL)

t3: -REQL / fs!(GRL)

t2: GRP A REQP A REQR A -GRL A -REQL / tr!(GRR)

B
t6: SET [REQP] / tr!(GRP)

TOKEN NO_TOKEN
^_.1
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ROOT

Figure 7.25: Arbiter statechart
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These transitions correspond directly to the synchronized transition description of the

arbiter.

The variable records for this model (arbiterllNFO) gives each signal one bit:

Basic states TOKEN

NO_TOKEN

CIRCUIT

1

1

1

Int

Int

Int

Data items GRP 1 Int

REQP 1 Int

GRR 1 Int

GRL 1 Int

REQR 1 Ext

REQL 1 Ext

Events SET 1 Ext

Event counters EV_SET 1 Ext

It is important that the arbiter does not grant the token to both of its children at

the same time because this would violate exclusive access to the shared resource. The

property that we would like to prove is:

Acf. --, (BOOL(SemVAR GRL cf) A BOOL(SemVAR GRR cf))

Figure 7.26 shows the results of proving the induction step for this invariant. For the

initial configuration of the statechart. the signals would have to be set appropriately to

satisfy the invariant.

7.3 Sequential Arbiter

The previous model for an arbiter was developed directly from the synchronized transi-

tion program so it was not necessary to study in detail the meaning of the transitions.
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11^T^1:=1
I^I^I^I__I^I__I^I__I

Version 2.0, built on 15/7/92

load definitions for semantics, model checking, arbiterl

#let INV = new_definition<
`INV',
"INV = \cf,

"(BOOL (SemVAR 'CRC cf)^BOOL(SemVAR 'GRR" cf))");;
###INV = I- INV = (\cf, "(BOOL(SemVAR 'GRP cf)^BOOL(SemVAR "GRR" cf)))

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 1 INV (NC arbiterl) INV arbiter1INFO",.;
`T' : string

Figure 7.26: Model checking the arbiter invariant

One result of executing all transitions in parallel is that the triggers must be very de-

tailed to ensure that operations progress in order. For the arbiter, an alternate, more

sequential model was developed to understand its operation. This statechart is presented

in Figure 7.27. In this model the state names give some mnemonic information about

what the node is currently attempting to do:

IDLE: the node does not have the token and is not currently asking for it

REQIN: the node is asking for the token

TOKEN: the node has the token

LEFT: the left child has the token

RIGHT: the right child has the token

The intent is that this model describes the same operation as the one in Figure 7.25. We

will not attempt to verify that the functionality of these two models is the same but we

can verify that the same invariant holds.



0 )̂

x0: [REQL V REQR] / tr!(REQP

x2: [-(REQLVREQR)] / fs!(REQP)

xl:[GRP]

x3: [REQL] / tr!(G x5: [REQR A - REQL] / tr!(GRR)

REQL] / fs!(GRL)

x6: [-REQR] / fs.
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ROOT

Figure 7.27: Sequential arbiter statechart
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I ___̂ 1
-- 1
^1^1^I^I^I^I I

I ^I ^1__1^I__^1::1^1::1

Version 2.0, built on 15/7/92

.... load definitions for semantics, model checking, arbiter2

#let INV = new_definition(
'INV',
"INV = \cf.

"(BOOL (SemVAR 'CRC cf)^BOOL(SemVAR 'GRR' cf))")::
###INV = I- INV = (\cf. "(BOOL(SemVAR 'GRL' cf)^BOOL(SemVAR 'GRR" cf)))

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 1 INV (NC arbiter2) INV arbiter2INFO":;
'F' : string

Figure 7.28: Checking the invariant in the sequential arbiter

Slightly different bit vector information is used for this second model (arbiter2INFO).

GRP can be considered external since it is not referenced again once it has been granted

and we can just assume that the parent node of this one changes GRP just as this node

changes GRR and GRL.

Basic states TOKEN

NO_TOKEN

CIRCUIT

1

1

1

Int

Int

Int

Data items GRP 1 Ext

REQP 1 Int

GRR 1 Int

GRL 1 Int

REQR 1 Ext

REQL 1 Ext

Figure 7.28 shows that the same invariant does not hold. As with the traffic light, this

does not necessarily mean that the invariant does not hold of the reachable configurations.

We need to strengthen the invariant to limit the set of configurations under consideration.
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This model assumes certain information once a particular state has been reached.

This means the triggers on the transitions are much less complicated. For example,

x3: [REQL] / tr!(GRL)

corresponds to,

tl: GRP A REQP A REQL A -, GRR / tr!(GRL)

in the first arbiter where the token is passed to the left child. Given that we are in the

state TOKEN, we can assume that the signals GRP, REQP are true and GRR is

false.

These assumptions need to be built into the invariant. We can rephrase the property

depending on what state the system is in:

INV2 =def

\cf.

(EXISTS (Av. BOOL(SemVAR v cf)) [REQIN; IDLE; TOKEN]

-'BOOL(SemVAR GRR cf) A -'BOOL(SemVAR GRL cf)) A

(BOOL(SemVAR LEFT cf) ^ -'BOOL(SemVAR GRR cf)) A

(BOOL(SemVAR RIGHT cf)   -'BOOL(SemVAR GRL cf))

Figure 7.29 shows the result of checking this invariant. Since all possible states are

covered in this descriptive specification, it implies the previous invariant and therefore

both models satisfy the property.

7.4 Conclusions

The swap example demonstrated the symbolic verification of a simple functional property.

If the operation took many steps, then it could take the model checker quite a long time
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#let INV2 = new_definitionCINV2`,
"INV2 = \cf.
( (EXISTS (\v. BOOL(SemVAR v cf)) [ ‘REQ_IN‘;'IDLE`;`TOKEN`])

==> {"BOOL(SemVAR^cf) A "BOOL(SemVAR 'CRC cf))) A
( BOOL(SemVAR 'LEFF cf) ==> "BOOL(SemVAR 'GRR` cf)) A
( BOOL(SemVAR^cf) ==> "BOOL(SemVAR 'CRC cf)) A

###^STATE_COND arbiter2 cf");;
###INV2 =
I- INV2 =

(\cf.
(EXISTS(\v. BOOL(SemVAR v cf))PRECLIN';'IDLE';'TOKEN`] ==>
"BOOL(SemVAR 'GRR' cf)^"BOOL(SemVAR 'GRP cf)) A
(BOOL(SemVAR 'LEFT' cf) ==> "BOOL(SemVAR 'GRR' cf))
{BOOL(SemVAR 'RIGHT' cf) ==> "BOOL(SemVAR 'GRP cf)) A
STATE_COND arbiter2 cf)

VOSS "MC MC_A_NS 1 INV2 (NC arbiter2) INV2 arbiter2INFO";;
: string

Figure 7.29: Revised invariant for the sequential arbiter

to check the property. We also showed how the ranges of the values of variables are

an important part of the specification of the system. The user has to be aware that the

property verified only holds for a configuration that can be described in the given number

of bits.

The arbiter demonstrated how statecharts can also be used to model hardware. In

this example, we directly translated a Synchronized Transition program into a statechart

and verified an invariant automatically using the model checker. There are interesting

possibilities for using this technique to model check parallel programs.

The sequential arbiter demonstrated that by using the sequential aspects of statechart

the operational specification may be more understandable. It may be more difficult to

determine the invariant of a sequential program since certain aspects of the computation

are assumed to have happened once a particular state has been reached.

We have only proved an invariant for one node in the arbiter circuit. It would be

very useful if the result from one node could be combined with other nodes of the same
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structure to prove that the token only belongs to one node in the complete tree at any

one time. McMillan looks at doing inductive proofs over the structure of a system in the

model checker SMV [24].



Chapter 8

Implementation

This chapter presents a textual representation for statecharts as an implemen-

tation of the abstract data type given in Chapter 3. The software interface

that extracts information about the statechart directly from the STATEM-

ATE database and produces this textual representation is described. The

final sections discuss embedding the semantic functions in HOL and the tool

that extracts information about the variables used in a particular statechart.

8.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the concrete details of the representation used for the statecharts

and the implementation of the semantic functions in HOL. This information is not nec-

essary to understand the main ideas presented in this work.

8.2 Textual Representation of Statecharts

The abstract data type presented in Chapter 3 can be given a textual representation.

Textual representations for more complicated languages like hybrid statecharts have been

given previously [19] but these contain more detail than is necessary here.

The following sections will present the concrete syntax for transitions and states

which together create a statechart. The names of all elements of the configuration are

represented as strings. These are written as a word in single quotes, as in 'X' for the

117
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variable X.

8.2.1 Transitions

Transitions are given unique numeric names and are made up of source and destination

state names, a triggering event, and an action. They have the type:

Trans^Num # Variable Event # Action # Variable

name^source^ destination

state name^ state name
For example, the transition originated in N_S.RED from Figure 2.2 looks like:

(2,`N_S.RED`,(EVEXPR NONE (IN `E_W.RED`) ), NILL, `N_S.GREEN`)

8.2.2 States

Every state has the type basic, AND, or OR.

TypFL--BIAIO

A state consists of its name, type, the name of its default state, a list of its immediate

substates, and a list of transitions that originate at its substates.

All information about a state can be grouped together as an element with type:

State^Variable # Typ # Variable # (Variable)

list

1^1^1^1
state^BIA10^default^substates

name^ state

(Trans)

list

I
transitions
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8.2.3 The Complete Statechart

A statechart is a list of states. The complete model begins at the highest level state which

is assumed to be the first element in the list. The order in the rest of list is irrelevant

since the hierarchy is given through the lists of substates.

Sc E (State) list

Using abbreviated names for some of the states, the textual representation for the

traffic light example of Figure 2.2 is:

[

CROOT', 0, 'N', ['N'; 'FL'],

[(7,'FL',SE (EV 'RESET"EV_RESET'), NILL, 'N');

(6,'N', SE (EV 'MALF"EV_MALF"), NILL, 'FL')]);

('N', A, ",^(E_Ie], 0);

('N_S', 0, 'N_S_G', PN_S_G'; 'N_S_R';

[(0,'N_S_G', (TM (EN 'N_S_G' 'EN_N_S_G') (VAR 'NS_G_I")), NILL,

(1,'N_S_Y', (TM (EN 'N_S_I" 'EN_N_S_1") (CONST 2)), NILL, 'N_S_R');

(2,'N_S_R',(EVEXPR NONE (IN 'E_W_R') ), NILL, 'N_S_G')]);

('N_S_G', B, ",0,0);

('N_S_R` , B, " ,^,^;

B, ",0,0);

('E_Ie, 0, ( E_W_M, ['E_W_G'; 'E_W_Y'; 'E_W_R ( ],

[(3,'E_W_G', (TM (EN 'E_W_G' 'EN_E_W_G') (VAR ( EW_G_T")), NILL, ( E_W_1");

(4,'E_W_Y', (TM (EN ( E_W_Y"EN_E_W_1") (CONST 2)), NILL, 'E_W_E');

(5,'E_W_R',(EVEXPR NONE (IN 'N_S_R ( )), NILL, 'E_W_G')]);

(`E_W_G` , B, "^,^);

(`E_witc , B, " ,^);

(`FL', B, ",0,0);
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8.3 Selector Functions

The selector functions hide the concrete details of the implementation of the ADT. In

this section, we give definitions for the functions described in Chapter 3.

Given an element of type Trans, the following selectors may be defined:

= clef

= def

=def

= clef

= clef

LABEL (tr : Trans)

SRC (tr : Trans)

EVENT (tr : Trans)

ACTION (tr : Trans)

DEST (tr : Trans)

FST tr

FST (SND tr)

FST (SND (SND tr))

FST (SND (SND (SND tr)))

SND (SND (SND (SND tr)))

The remaining functions isolate parts of the complete statechart sc. The first function

is used only by the selector functions to return all the information about a state given

its name, stname:

FMEMBER sc stname =def

( SC = []) --+ [] ( (FST (HD sc) = stname)^[HD sc] FMEMBER (TL sc) stname)

The following functions return the type, default state name, substates, and transition list

of a state, given its name. If the state name is not found in the statechart, they return

the null values NOTYP, NOSTATE, NOSUBSTATES, and NOTRANS respectively.

TYP sc stname =def

let state = FMEMBER sc stname in

(state = [])^NOTYP FST (SND (HD state))

DEFAULT sc stname = def
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let state = FMEMBER sc stname in

^(state = [])^NOSTATE I FST (SND (SND (HD state)))

SUBSTATES sc stname = clef

let state = FMEMBER sc stname in

(state = [])^NOSUBSTATES FST (SND (SND (SND (HD state))))

Beginning from the state representing the complete system, usually called 'ROOT', and

using the above function, it is possible to traverse the complete hierarchy of states.

TRANSOFSTATE sc stname = de f

let state = FMEMBER sc stname in

(state = TRANS)^NOTRANS SND (SND (SND (SND (HD state))))

The functions ROOT and GET_TRANS_NAMES are defined as:

ROOT sc =de f FST (HD sc)

GET_TRANS_NAMES sc —def

(SC = [])^H
APPEND (MAP NAME (SND (SND (SND (SND (HD sc))))))

(GET_TRANS_NAMES (TL sc))
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The function TRAN which returns a transition associated with a particular name also

has to traverse the complete statechart. The following two functions are used to do this.

The second one collects all the transitions in the statechart and then the first one goes

through the list to find the appropriate one.

TRAN_AUX sc tname =def

(sc = [])^(NOLABEL, NOSTATE, NONE, NILL, NOSTATE)

(FST (HD sc) = tname) -* (HD sc) I TRAN_AUX (TL sc) tname

TRAN sc tname =def

let translist = FLAT (MAP (Astate.SND (SND (SND (SND state)))) sc) in

TRAN_AUX translist tname

Finally, the selector function which returns the names of all transitions originating at

descendants of a particular state also traverses the hierarchy of states and makes use of

previously defined functions for getting the transitions of each state.

GET_TRANS_STATE sc stname =def

(TYP sc stname^H

APPEND(MAP NAME (TRANSOFSTATE sc stname))

(FLAT(MAP(GET_TRANS_STATE sc)(SUBSTATES sc stname)))

These are not the most efficient implementations of these functions. There is potential

for increasing the speed of the model checker by optimizing these functions.
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8.4 Translation Process

STATEMATE provides a set of C functions to access its database and extract information

about the states and the transitions of the model [16]. The textual representation for a

statechart is generated automatically by a program that uses these functions to access the

STATEMATE database, replaces symbols with words (like PLUS for `+`), and organizes

the information in the above format. This program was written using the parsing tools

Lex and Yacc [17][20]. The event counters are generated by concatenating the name of

the event (EN, EV, etc) with the state name or variable for the event.

The output from this translation program is a file of ML code which includes a

statement that creates a HOL definition for a statechart in the above syntax. This can

be given directly as an argument to the semantic functions. This process does not check

for completeness of the statechart at all. We rely on STATEMATE to ensure this before

the textual representation is extracted from its database.

8.5 Embedding the Semantics in HOL

Most of the semantic definitions can be input directly into HOL, but in a few cases

recursive definitions over the hierarchy of the statechart are used. Since HOL does not

support general recursion, we have used primitive recursion. It is possible to do this by

providing an extra argument to recurse over that initially is the length of the list of states

in the statechart. This is an upper bound on the recursion since the statechart hierarchy

would have to be a degenerate tree to reach this bound. Definitions like INSTATE

become:

(INSTATE 0 sc cf stname = F) A

(INSTATE (SUC n) sc cf stname =
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((TYP sc stn = B) A BOOL(SemVAR stname cf)) V

((TYP sc stname = A) A EVERY (INSTATE n sc cf) (SUBSTATES sc stname)) V

((TYP sc stname = 0) A EXISTS (INSTATE n sc cf) (SUBSTATES sc stname))

8.6 Determining Configuration Information

A tool has been written in a combination of HOL and ML that parses a given statechart

and determines: the list of all variables (including state names), whether they are external

or internal, and allocates one bit to each one. It sets this information up in the format

expected by the model checker as a list of records. This information is then used by

the MEM configuration function to return the bits associated with a particular variable.

The model checking function uses the status of the variable as internal or external to

determine the set of internal variables that must be given as an argument to the next

configuration relation.

In HOL, we use recursively defined functions to check each expression, event, and

action of all transitions in the statechart for variables. By default these variables are

considered external unless they are modified in some action, in which case. they are then

considered internal. All basic states are considered internal.

These HOL definitions are "executed" using a rewriting conversion. The list produced

may have some duplicates in it so a small amount of ML code is used to eliminate the

duplicates for efficiency but this could be implemented in HOL. The result is a definition

containing a list of variable records which can be modified by the user before it is supplied

as a parameter to the model checking function.
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Future Work

This chapter looks at possible extensions to the semantics of statecharts and

other uses for the model checker. The first sections cover elements of state-

charts that are not included in our syntax. We also discuss situations where

destination states of transitions conflict. These violate our assumption about

the syntactic form of the statechart and require a revision to the transition

condition of the semantics. The final two sections describe possible uses for

the model checker.

9.1 The Complete Statechart Notation

In order to justify our claim that we have formalized the semantics for statecharts and

not just a subset of statecharts, we will briefly explain how elements of statecharts found

in STATEMATE that we have not included can be formalized within this framework.

The first three sections on static reactions, conditional connectives, and scheduled

actions demonstrate how these elements can be written in the subset of statecharts that

we have formalized and therefore they require no changes to the semantics. These are

followed by discussions about elements that would require changes to the semantics.

9.1.1 Static Reactions

Static reactions are event and action pairs associated with a particular state that are

examined in each step provided that the state is not exited. If their event has occurred
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Figure 9.30: Conditional connectives

then the associated action is carried out, even if transitions take place among substates

of the state.

It is difficult to represent these graphically and they would require a new type of

element to be introduced into the statechart notation since they are considered separately

from transitions. We can produce the same effect by using a concurrent component that

has the static reactions as loops around a state. Providing the system stays within the

AND-state, these can be executed in parallel with the transitions in the other component.

9.1.2 Conditional Connectives

A useful feature of the statechart notation that we have not considered are transitions

joined by connectors. Conditional connectives, as seen in Figure 9.30, are a way of

decomposing transitions into smaller parts when multiple transitions share the same

event but perhaps have different conditions in their label. The intention is that only one

path from the source to the destination will be followed. In STATEMATE [14], one of

the transitions leaving the connector must be enabled or else it is considered an error

when executing the transition. We can construct separate transitions for each path of the

connected transition thereby giving an interpretation for these error situations because
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Figure 9.31: Removing conditional connectives

no transition will be taken if none are enabled. The statechart given in Figure 9.30 would

be equivalent to the one in Figure 9.31.

9.1.3 Scheduled Actions

In STATEMATE, the possible set of actions include schedule(act, t) which means the

action act will be performed t steps from now. There is no explicit provision within our

semantics for scheduling events since the only values manipulated are those of the current

and next configurations. One can imagine that there might be a transition taken in the

step where the action is to be performed, that affects the same variable as the scheduled

action. This would have to be resolved in the way that conflicting actions are resolved

for the present step.

Rather than trying to determine a way to include an action like this in our syntax,

we can write a statechart that will accomplish the same task by generating an event on

the transition whose label had the schedule action. This event is the timeout event for

a transition in an orthogonal component. The timeout step number is how many steps

are to occur before the scheduled action. The action of this transition is the scheduled

action. Figure 9.32 shows two corresponding statecharts using this method.
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Figure 9.32: Scheduled actions
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9.1.4 History

Statecharts often include history connectors, marked with an H which can also be the

destination of a transition. It dynamically represents the substate this state was in at

the time it was last exited. If there is no history (i.e. the system has never been in this

state before or the history has been cleared) then a transition from the history connector

is followed if it exists or else the default transition is taken.

As it currently stands, the functions ENTERDEST and EXITSRC always return exactly

the same information for a given transition. With history states the values returned by

these functions would change depending on the configuration at the time they were called.

Initially, we tried representing the state information in the configuration using one

variable for each OR-state whose value gives the current substate. The advantage in this

approach is that only one value could ever be assigned to this variable at any point in

time, which automatically creates the exclusive-OR of substates. This method was not

used because everything has to be converted to an underlying Boolean representation so

the state names would have to be encoded. This makes it more difficult to determine if

a condition like I N(statename) is true.

This encoding of states could be used to incorporate history states into our semantics.

A history connector, represented by a variable, could be the destination of a transition

and functions could interpret the value of this variable in terms of the basic states that

should be entered. Provisions would have to made for updating these history variables

when states are exited.

Not surprisingly, the use of history connectors can create some interesting situations

which the semantics must be able to handle. A description of some of these can be found

in the STATEMATE manual [13].
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Figure 9.33: Transition with multiple source states

9.1.5 Transitions with Multiple Sources and Destinations

Transitions with multiple sources (or destinations) must originate from (or lead to) states

that are in orthogonal components as in Figure 9.33. A transition should exit (or enter)

all of its source (or destination) states. Even though the source and destination of

each transition can easily be extended to be sets of states within our semantics, these

situations violate our assumption about the syntactical form of the statechart. The

revisions proposed in Section 9.3 should make it possible to allow these transitions. Rules

would have to be established about the priority of transitions with multiple source states.

9.1.6 Super-steps

For simplicity, our semantics do not incorporate the idea of super-steps, however, Pnueli

and Shalev [26] present an example of a system where micro-steps and the associated

distinction between external and internal events is very important. The relevant part of

the example is a three bit counter, where as the first bit toggles its value based on a tick

of a clock occurring, the effect should ripple through the other bits. This statechart is

given in Figure 9.34 (from Figure 1 in [26]). The value returned by the counter is not

accurate until the effects of a change in the bit have been passed along to the other bits.
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ROOT

Figure 9.34: Statechart for a counter

This can take a maximum of three steps. If the external clock is only incremented every

three steps, then this may be acceptable.

The idea of a super-step could be added to our semantics using a super-step relation

that enforces the NC relation between each step. A step still incorporates all the effects

of assignments but the system repeats steps until no more transitions are enabled.

9.2 Useful Extensions to Statecharts

9.2.1 Communication

Leveson et al. [21] has pointed out in their work on the TCAS II system that individual

components can be described using a formalism similar to statecharts, but the interface

between components requires more description. In particular, they chose to use point-to-

point message communication between system components since this is a more realistic

representation of the way the system actually operates [21]. Ways of integrating other

communications methods into statecharts would be useful but would require additions

to the semantics.
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9.2.2 Continuous Systems

The process being controlled by a statechart may also have to be modeled to check

properties of the overall system. This may be difficult because the physical process may

operate in the continuous domain. Work is underway at both UBC and Cornell to develop

interfaces with these types of models [1][22][30], and it will be interesting to see what

role automatic verification tools can play in these hybrid domains.

9.2.3 Multiple Objects

Many components in a system may have the same behaviour. For example sensors used

to monitor the position of a train on track can all be described by similar statecharts.

Leveson et al. [21] describes statechart arrays which model this kind of situation. The

statechart for a particular element is referenced by a unique number. Harel and Ka-

hana [12] describe extensions to the semantics where statecharts could overlap. Another

method is called Objectcharts [4] where the behaviour of a class of objects is given by a

statechart. The CASE tool ObjecTime models system in a similar manner [25].

Extensions for multiple objects create interesting difficulties for the model checker. It

might have to treat each object separately in the configuration leading to an explosion in

the size of the configuration. McMillan looks at doing inductive proofs over the structure

of the structure of a system in the model checker SMV [24] which could be a solution to

this problem.

9.2.4 Dynamic Objects

There may also be systems where objects enter and leave the system dynamically and

we only need to model their behaviour for a finite amount time. An example of this is

modeling only a section of train track. Trains enter and leave the model and temporarily
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J

Figure 9.35: First example of destination conflicts

the system must be aware of their behaviour.

9.3 Conflicting Destination States

The semantics presented in Chapter 5 assume that there are no conflicts in the destina-

tion states of transitions chosen by the transition condition. While it is unusual to have

destination conflicts occur, they are possible, especially when we begin to consider tran-

sitions with multiple source and destination states. This section describes the problem

and outlines a possible way of expressing the statechart's behaviour in these situations.

We outline how the semantic functions would be written to maintain the priority of

transitions.

In Figure 9.35, we can see that following transitions tO and t2 moves the system to

a configuration that includes states A and E which is not a legal state configuration,

even though these transitions have source states in orthogonal components. Figure 9.36

presents a slightly more complicated example where following tO and t3 will move the

system to a legal state configuration but t3 is at a lower level in the hierarchy than

t2 and t2 may be enabled. The questions of priority also become important in these

situations.
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Figure 9.36: Second example of destination conflicts

The semantics we presented in Chapter 5 do not check for destination conflicts and

therefore decide on the set of transitions to follow based on those that are enabled, the

AND-state hierarchy and the priority among OR states. For Figure 9.36 if all transitions

are enabled, and the system is currently in the states E and G, the transition condition

would return true for the sets of transition flags where tO and t2 are true and also for

t1 and t2.

Without regard for priority, the sets of transitions that do not conflict are the follow-

ing:

1. tl, t2

2. tO, t3

3. tl, t4

The approach taken by Pnueli and Shalev, and STATEMATE of only choosing tran-

sitions from orthogonal scopes would never allow the set (tO, t3) since both these tran-

sitions have the same scope.
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We can see that each orthogonal component can not be considered individually since

the destinations of transitions chosen separately may conflict. Basing priority on source

state, the set of transitions (t1, t2) should be chosen before (t1, t4) when t2 is enabled.

This is because the source of t2 is an ancestor of the source of t4 and the other transitions

in each set are the same. The set (to, t3) should have equal priority with the other two

sets.

Pnueli and Shalev do not explicitly describe how priority of transitions is expressed

in a statechart, however, they do discuss using negation of events. For example, if t1: a

and t2: b are both enabled and t1 is to have priority over t2 then modifying the label

of t2 to be b A —, a would be sufficient.

Their description of priority as the negation of events will not provide the type of

priority outlined above when destination states conflict because the set (to, t3) could

never be chosen when t2 is enabled because the trigger of t3 would include the negation

of the event enabling t2.

To rule out accepting transitions where the destination sets of transitions conflict but

to maintain the priority based on source state, we can revise the transition condition

given in Section 5.2 is the following ways:

• Include with the requirement that a transition be enabled when chosen (ENABLED)

that its destination state (by following defaults) also be true in the next configura-

tion.

• The STATE_COND must still hold so any transitions whose destination states con-

flict can not be chosen as part of the same set.

• Separate priority from the expression by removing the priority test. The transition

condition in this form will admit all sets of enabled but non-conflicting transitions.
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Figure 9.37: Non-conflicting destination states

• To deal with priority, we can say that a given set of transitions is admissible if

there is no way to set one transition flag to false and a flag for a transition of

higher priority to true and still satisfy the transition condition. To test this, we

must existentially quantify over the basic states of the next configuration.

Conflicting destination states are defined as those where having both of them assigned

the value true in the next configuration will not satisfy the state condition. For example,

in Figures 9.37, the destinations of tO and t4 do not conflict even though they have the

same destination state. In Figure 9.38, however, tO and t3 do conflict because following

tO would lead to state J and t3 leads to K. J and K are not in orthogonal components.

This solution is under development, but we also have to consider that if a transition

is followed that exits an AND-state, the orthogonal components of the state must all be

exited. Also, if a transition is followed that enters one component of an AND-state, the

default entrances for the other components must be entered. This is called the default

completion by Pnueli and Shalev [26].
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tO t3

Figure 9.38: Conflicting destination states

We hope to take all these factors into consideration when presenting a revised tran-

sition condition to handle these situations. The problems described in Section 2.2.5 also

fall under this category. Giving a solution to this problem will also give an interpretation

for transitions that cross AND-state boundaries and the assumption that a statechart

does not do this can be eliminated.

9.4 Linking the Model Checker with HOL

Section 6.7 discussed the use of invariants where the model checker proves the induction

step and induction is used to show that the property holds for all times. Since our model

checker is implemented in HOL-Voss, the framework is available to formally prove this

induction in a theorem-prover.

The HOL-Voss tool has been used in this manner for hardware verification where
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Figure 9.39: State Transition Assertion

checking the circuit description using Voss is considered a tactic' within an HOL proof

[28]. The tactic uses the "make theorem" primitive to return the results to HOL. This

method must trust Voss to return a legitimate theorem since it has not been proven by

secure HOL proof steps.

In the same way, the model checker could be a tactic available for use within the

theorem prover as a tactic. The primitives for induction could use its result to formally

prove the invariant for all times in the model's execution.

9.5 State Transition Assertions

The descriptive specification language used for our model checker only permits statements

evaluated relative to the current configuration. Another possible language for giving

descriptive specifications is State Transition Assertions (STAs), developed by Gordon

[6], where higher-order logic expressions describe both a starting state and invariants

that must hold through a sequence of states if the concluding formula is expected to

be satisfied. They can be given in the semi-graphical notation described in Figure 9.39

(similar to Figure 4 in [6]). 2

lA tactic is proof step built up from a small secure set of inference rules.
'Gordon has revised the notation slightly since this reference.
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The notation means that if the system is ever in a configuration satisfying the pred-

icate A and the next sequence of inputs satisfies P, then the system will arrive in a

configuration satisfying B, having gone through a series of configuration satisfying Q.

The STA must hold true everywhere in the system.

Our model checking algorithm can be adapted to check properties given as STAs

providing a more expressive descriptive specification formalism.



Chapter 10

Conclusions

The main conclusion of this work is that integrating formal techniques into

the system development process is an effective method of providing more thor-

ough analysis of specifications than can be achieved by conventional methods

employed by commercial CASE tools. In completing this research, the se-

mantics of statecharts have been clarified and a model checker for statecharts

was created in the hybrid verification tool HOL-Voss.

10.1 Contributions and Conclusions

This work is original in the way existing tools are combined to create ways of doing useful

analysis of specification models for real-time systems. An automatic model checker is

linked to the CASE tool STATEMATE to perform checking of symbolic properties of the

model. This link is based on a formal semantics for statecharts.

While we can argue that the STATEMATE methodology is an intuitive representation

of a reactive system, there is still no guarantee that the model that is created, accurately

represents what the system should do. We gain confidence that the operational speci-

fication does indeed describe the intended behaviour of the system by showing that it

satisfies a set of global properties.

The main conclusions of this work can be summarized in the following points:

System Development. This work has demonstrated that formal techniques can be

140
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used to provide more thorough analysis of specifications than conventional methods em-

ployed by most commercial CASE tools. Using a model checker, we have provided a way

to check a descriptive specification against an operational model given by a statechart

developed in the CASE tool STATEMATE. This work has demonstrated that an oper-

ational semantics expressed as a next configuration relation is an appropriate choice for

semantics when using automatic verification techniques.

A Semantics for Statecharts. The operational semantics given here for statecharts

are simpler and more rigorously defined than previous published versions referred to in

this work. A relation models their non-deterministic behaviour. By using total functions,

the semantic definitions cover all cases. We believe the definition of a step is easier to

understand while still taking into account non-determinism and priority of transitions

based on source state. Race conditions and multiple actions on a single transitions are

interpreted in an intuitive manner. Assignments and events are treated consistently since

they are both actions. The meaning of variables is precisely given by the limits of the

bit vectors used to represent them.

The semantic definitions treat triggering events as Boolean expressions over variables

eliminating the need to have events as a separate type of element. Because of this,

broadcast communication is expressed completely as shared variables. To characterize

the priority of transitions, our semantics use existential quantification over the possible set

of transitions. This technique shows promise for expressing priority where the destination

states of transitions conflict as outlined in Chapter 9.

Throughout this thesis, examples of interesting statecharts can be found that could

be used as a benchmark for statechart simulators. These semantics could form the basis

for other tools or one could examine the semantics themselves and prove theorems about

the behaviour of any statechart model.
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While there are features of statecharts, such as history states and transition connec-

tors, that are not included in our working subset of the notation, Chapter 9 gave an

outline for how some of these can be incorporated into the semantics.

The Model Checker. Our model checker automatically checks simple properties of

any model whose semantics can be given as a next configuration relation. It provides

the foundation for implementing algorithms that can check more expressive temporal

properties or for using induction to achieve results previously unattainable by automatic

techniques alone.

An important result is the ease of implementing a model checker in a hybrid verifica-

tion tool. This work has demonstrated the useful combination of:

• BDD-based support for the efficient manipulation of large Boolean expressions,

• a functional programming language with higher-order functions, and

• a general-purpose reasoning environment such as the HOL system.

The framework now exists for using the theorem-prover to combine the results gen-

erated automatically by the model checker to prove global constraints for all times and

all execution paths of the model.

10.2 Summary

This work shows the possibility of making formal verification tools easily accessible to

non-experts by linking a fully automatic verification tool to an existing CASE tool that

uses a graphical formalism. Once the work of formalizing the semantics has been com-

pleted. the output from the CASE tool can be given to the model checker and the result
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returned automatically. In this way, we have also provided a graphical user interface for

developing the models used in formal methods.

This work has served three purposes. The first is to demonstrate the usefulness of

integrating commercial CASE tools with formal methods. The second and the perhaps

most useful for other researchers is a clarification of the operational semantics for state-

charts given as a next configuration relation. The third is to create a model checker for

a hierarchical graphical specification language where realistic assertions can be verified

automatically.



Appendix A

The Target Language

The target language is an executable subset of higher-order logic which consists of the

following elements:

1. Variables (of any defined type)

2. Boolean constants: F, T

3. Boolean logical operators: A (and), V (or),^(not)

4. Existential quantification over Booleans (3x. ...)

5. Conditional expressions: A^IC where A does not contain any symbolic values

6. Natural numbers: 0, 1, 2, ...

7. Operations on natural numbers: SUC

8. Pairs (x,y). An expression of the form:

(x0, xl,x2,..., xn)

is equivalent to, (using brackets to show the pairs):

(x0, (xl, (x2,..., xn)^.)

9. Operations on pairs: FST, SND
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10. Operations on lists: HD, TL, CONS, H, MEMBER, MAP , FLAT, EL, APPEND

11. Function application (f x)

12. A-expressions (fix. f (x))

13.let expressions

Some definitions for the list processing functions are included below.

MEMBER is a predicate which returns true if an element e is a member of a list x:

MEMBER e x =def (x = []) —4 F 1 ((e = (HD x)) --> T 1 MEMBER e (TL x))

MAP applies a function to each element in a list:

MAP f x =def (x = []) —4 H I CONS (f (HD x)) (MAP f (TL x))

FLAT reduces a list of lists to one list:

FLAT x =def (x = []) -* [] I APPEND (HDx) (FLAT(TL x))

EL returns the nth element of the list x:

EL n x =d ef (n = 0) --4 (HD x) I EL (n —1) x
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Bit Vector Operations

These functions are part of a bit vector package prepared for use with HOL -Voss [28].

Definitions

BV2NUM^(BV2NUM H = 0) A

(Vh t. BV2NUM (CONS ht) = (h^1 I 0) + 2 x BV2NUM t)

NUM2BV.AUX h (Vm. NUM2BV_AUX 0 m = [ ]) A

(Vn m. NUM2BV_AUX (SUC n) m = ((m = 0) H

CONS (m MOD 2 = 1) (NUM2BV_AUX n (m DIV 2))))

NUM2BV H Vn. NUM2BV n = NUM2BV_AUX n n

ZEROS^H (ZEROS 0 = [ ]) A (Vn. ZEROS (SUC n) = CONS F (ZEROS^n))

SIZED^H (Vb. SIZED 0 b = []) A (Vn b. SIZED (SUC n) b = (NULL b^ZEROS (SUC n)

CONS (HD b) (SIZED n (TL b))))

BVPLUS2_AUX H (Vc. BVPLUS2_AUX c = [c]) A

(Vh r c. BVPLUS2_AUX (CONS h r) c = CONS (c A —ill V^A

h) (BVPLUS2_AUX r (c A h)))

BVPLUS_AUX H (Vb c. BVPLUS_AUX Hbc = BVPLUS2_AUX bc)

(Vh r b c. BVPLUS_AUX (CONS h r) b c=
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((b = [])^BVPLUS2_AUX (CONS h r) c

CONS (h —, HD b A —icV^A HD b A — , cV^b A c vhn HD b A c)

(BVPLUS_AUX r (TL b) (h A HD bV cA HD bV h A c))))

BVPLUS^Va b. a BVPLUS b = BVPLUS_AUX a b F

BVMULT^(Vav. av BVMULT = [F]) A (Vav hr. av BVMULT CONS hr =

MAP (Av. h A v) av BVPLUS CONS F (av BVMULT r))

BVEQUAL_ZERO (BVEQUAL_ZERO [ = T)

(V h t. BVEQUALZERO (CONS h t) —ill, A BVEQUALZERO t)

BVEQUAL I- (Vb. [] BVEQUAL b = BVEQUAL_ZERO b)

(V h t b. CONS ht BVEQUAL b = ( NULL b BVEQUAL_ZERO (CONS h t)

((h = HD b) n t BVEQUAL TL b)))

BVGREATER_AUX (Vb r es. BVGREATER_AUX [] bres = res A BVEQUAL_ZERO b) A

(Vhtbres. BVGREATER_AUX (CONS h t) bres = ( NULL b (res V h V

—BVEQUALZERO t)

BVGREATER_AUX t (TL b) (h A —THD b V res A (h = HD b))))

BVGREATER H Va b. a BVGREATER b = BVGREATER_AUX a b F

BOOL^I- Va. BOOL a = HD a

BVAL^F- Va. BVAL a = [a]

NVAL^NVAL = NUM2BV

NPLUS^H Va b. NPLUS (a, b) = a BVPLUS b

NMULT^Va b. NMULT (a , b) = a BVMULT b
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NGREATER H Va b. NGREATER (a, b) = BVAL (a BVGREATER b)

BAND^H Va b. BAND (a, b) = BVAL (BOOL a A BOOL b)

BOR^Va b. BOR (a, b) = BVAL (BOOL a V BOOL b)

BNOT^H Va. BNOT a = BVAL (—BOOL a)

BFALSE H BFALSE = BVAL F

BTRUE^H BTRUE = BVAL T

EQVAL^H Va b. EQVAL (a, b) = BVAL (a BVEQUAL SIZED (LENGTH a) b)

MAXVALUE H (MAXVALUE [ = T) A (Vh t. MAXVALUE (CONS h t) = h A MAXVALUE t)
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